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ABSTRACT

NEUTRON MEASUREMENTS AT BALLOON ALTITUDES USING ORGANIC 

SCINTILLATORS AND APPLICATION FOR GAMMA RAY MEASUREMENTS
by

CHIA YU CHEN

The neutron differential energy spectrum at altitudes 

from 4.2 g/cm2 to 2.9 g/cm2 has been measured by two liquid 

organic cylindrical scintillators (NE213) during a balloon 

flight at Palestine, Texas, x=42°N on June 22, 1973. These 

detectors were calibrated at the University of New Hampshire 

Van der Graaf accelerator and at the Michigan State University 

cyclotron. Experimental response functions from calibrations 

are used to unfold the observed neutron spectrum.

The neutron leakage current spectrum measured in 

this flight normalized to sunspot minimum at En=2 Mev is

0.065 ^q ’q12 neutrons/cm2-sec-Mev' arû  at En=:-*-® Mev
3.1xl0~ 3 ^7*2xl0-1+ neutrons/cm2~sec-Mev• From En=2 Mev
to En=10 Mev the spectrum can be described by a power law

energy spectrum with an index of -1.9. From 10 Mev to 7 5

Mev the spectrum required to fit the data must be much

flatter. At En=50 Mev the leakage current is 7.1x10 3 tq'jjxio-"3
neutrons/cm2-sec-Mev. Between 20 Mev and 50 Mev the neutron

leakage current spectrum from our measurement is approximately

a factor of 3 lower than the measurement of White et al. (1972),

but about a factor of 8 higher than the calculations of

Lingenfelter (1963b) at 50 Mev.
vii



A computer program using the Monte Carlo technique 

to unfold the measured gamma ray spectrum was developed and 

applied to the gamma ray data obtained. A prototype neutron- 

gamma ray telescope system was also included which incorporated 

a time of flight system between the two detectors and used 

the double scattering technique to measure the directional 

fluxes and energy spectra of neutrons and gamma rays.

yiii
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric neutrons are produced in the earth's 

atmosphere by the bombardments of cralactic and solar cosmic 

rays. It was also suggested that solar neutrons produced 

during a solar flare could reach the earth (Biermann, 1951).

E’or solar neutron measurements a directional detector is 

necessary because solar neutron fluxes from most flare 

events do not exceed the background of atmospheric neutrons.

Up to now there is no positive evidence of any solar neutrons 

from solar flares. Some of the neutrons produced in the 

atmosphere degrade in energy to become thermal neutrons and 

are then absorbed by nitrogens through the reaction N 1 4 (n,p)

C 1,+ to produce C 14 which is used as an age-dating agent.

Since the discovery of the radiation belts much effort has 
been made to understand the behavior of the trapped radiations. 

A theory proposes that some atmospheric neutrons escape and 

subsequently decay in the magnetosphere into protons, 
electrons, and anti-electron neutrinos and become the source 

of the energetic protons and electrons trapped in the Van 

Allen radiation belts (Singer, 1958a, 1958b). To test this 

theory it is essential to have the information about the 

source strength. The purpose of this experiment is to 

measure the neutron source strength directly.

Measurements of this source have not been pushed 

very far until very recently. Many of the early measurements
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used slow neutron (below 20 kev) detectors with hydrogenous 

moderators to measure the fast neutrons (1 Mev to 10 Mev)

(Bame et al. 1963, Albert et al. 1962). This method suffers 

from serious background problems, as well as very low 

efficiency for detecting high energy neutrons. The scintil

lator technique, which is much more efficient, suffers from 

the problem of contamination by gamma rays (Forrest, 1969).
The breakthrough came with the development of the pulse-shape 

-discrimination (PSD). By the PSD technique one can identify 

the different charged particle types interacting in the scin
tillator (St. Onge, 1969a). Consequently, the neutron meas

urements are relatively free of background counts and are more 
reliable.

Most neutron measurements are in the energy range 

below 10 Mev and there are not many measurements in the energy 

range 2 0 Mev to 7 5 Mev. The recent measurements of VThito 

et al. (19 72) and Klumpar et al. (197 3) indicate that the 

theoretical predictions of Lingenfelter (1963b) are not 

appropriate in the energy range above 10 Mev (Fig. 10-1, Fig. 

10- 2) .
In this balloon flight we used two organic liquid 

scintillators (NE213) to measure both omniderectional and 

directional fluxes of atmospheric neutrons in the energy range 

2 Mev to 7 5 Mev and the particular interest is in the region 
2 0 Mev to 7 5 Mev.

The composition of NE213 is CHj 213- ^le cross 

section of the neutron-proton (n-p) scattering is well known
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but cross sections of inelastic scatterings of neutron-carbon, 

such as C 12 (n,a)Be9, CJ2 (n,n3a), CJ2 (n,p)B12 etc., which

are important for neutrons with energies above 20 Mev are 

poorly known. To have reliable response functions of the 

detectors, both detectors were extensively calibrated by 

neutron beams from accelerators (Chapter VII). The calibrat

ed response functions reveal several mistakes in the widely 

used theoretical neutron efficiency calculations (Kurz, 1964; 

Stanton, 1971). We used these calibrated response functions 

to unfold the observed neutron spectrum. It shows a signifi

cant difference between our results and previous measurements 

in the region 20 Mev to 7 5 Mev. The neutron leakage current 

from this measurement is about a factor of three lower than 

that measured by White et al. (1972) and by Klumpar et al. 

(1973) (Chapter X).

Since the pulse shape discrimination technique was 

incorporated into the electronics of both detectors, we were 

able to separate the electrons produced by gamma rays from 

the protons and the alpha particles produced by neutrons.

By this technique, the balloon flight data can be displayed 
in a three dimensional matrix (Ficr. 5-2, Fig. 5-3) and the 

electron recoil spectrum and the proton recoil spectrum in 

each matrix can be extracted (Chapter IX). It is possible 

to use the electron recoil spectrum to unfold the incident 

gamma ray spectrum. A technique using the Monte Carlo 

method to calculate the gamma ray response function of a 

detector has been developed in this laboratory for the gamma



ray spectral unfolding (Appendix Bl). In this Monte Carlo 

calculation we consider the multiple scattering effect of a 

gamma ray, the Landau fluctuations of the energy loss, the 

escape effect and the self gating effect of electrons and 

positrons. The importance of this calculation is in its 

ability to predict the escape effect and the self gating 

effect of electrons and positrons. These two effects are 

important when the effective ranges of electrons or positrons 

are comparable to the size of a detector. Because we have not 

calibrated extensively the detectors with high energy gamma 

ray beams, we do not have the calibrated response functions 

to compare with the response functions calculated by the Monte 

Carlo method. Consequently, the gamma ray spectrum unfolded 

by the Monte Carlo technique is not included in this thesis.

We also incorporated a time of flight system between 

the two detectors. Using the double scattering technique, 

the time of flight system and the two detectors form a proto

type telescope system. This prototype telescope system was 

used as a test for the large telescope system in the coming 

balloon flight to measure the directional fluxes of neutrons 

and gamma rays (Appendix A).
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CHAPTER II

THE PRODUCTION AND THE TRANSPORT OF ATMOSPHERIC NEUTRONS

Atmospheric neutrons are produced by the interaction 

of primary and secondary cosmic rays with air nuclei. Most 

neutrons with energies less than 10 Mev are produced by nuclear 

evaporation, in which the air nucleus is excited during the 

interaction and is deexcited by emitting one or more nucleons. 

The neutrons from this process are isotropic in the center of 

mass system. Most neutrons with energies higher than 10 Mev 

are produced in the knock-on process. In this process the 

incoming cosmic ray interacts with only a few nucleons in the 

nucleus and gives part of its energy to one or several nucleons. 

The direction of the knock-on neutrons are in the direction 

of the incident cosmic ray. The ratio of neutrons with energies 

less than 10 Mev from evaporation to neutrons from the knock- 

on process with energies greater than 10 Mev is estimated to 

be four to one (Iless et al,, 1961) .

Protons emitted from the sun during a solar proton 

event may reach the earth's atmosphere and interact with the 

air nuclei, consequently producing neutrons. Lingenfelter 

(1964) showed that 90% of these neutrons are produced by the 
solar protons with energies greater than 100 Mev. But this 

source does not make a big contribution to the protons trapped 

in the radiation belts (Hess et al., 1966).
Most neutrons produced in these processes are moving 

away from the places where they are produced. As far as the
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neutrons are concerned, the whole space may be regarded as 

a neutron field and the life history of these neutrons can 

be described by the Boltzmann transport equation.

Let the neutrons per unit volume in the energy 

interval E, E+AE, flight directions in a unit solid angle 

around unit vector £2 and with the position vector r be 

n(r,g,E), then the differential neutron flux F(r,£2,,E) equals 

n(r,Q,E) v, where v is the velocity of the neutron. The 

neutron flux is <j)(r,E) =/ F(r,£2,E) d£2=n(r,E) v. In

a certain volume element dV the neutron leakage out of dV 

is V • [ £2 F(r,£2,E)] dV d£2 dE=£2- VF (r,£),E) dV d£2 dE.

The loss due to absorption and scattering into other directions 

is Z (E,r) F(r,£2,E) dV d £2 d E , where Z^(E,r) is the total 

cross section. The gain due to in-scattering of neutrons from 

other directions and energy intervals is

/ /“ Z (£2" ->£2,E"->-E,r) da' dE" dV da d E ,
t f  TT 0  S

where Zg {a' ->Q , E "^E ,r) is the cross section for scattering from 

a'-yQ. and E">E.

The production of neutrons by sources in dV is 

S ( r ,a,E) dV da dE.

These contributions give the time rate of change of the 

differential density,

3n(r,£2,E)/3t=-£2*VF(r,£2,E)-Z (E,r) F (r , £2 ,E) +

CO s* *  _.y ^
+ / / Z ( £ 2 '->Q ,E '->E ,r) F(r,£2",E") d£2" dE" +4 IT o 3
+ S(r,£2,E) (1)
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This integro-differential equation is the Boltzmann transport 

equation (Beckurts et al., 1964).

In the early measurements of Hess et al. (19 59), it 

was found that the neutron energy spectrum from sea level to 

within 200 g/cm2 for energies from thermal to 500 Mev was an 

equilibrium spectrum. Since the atmospheric neutrons are in an 

equilibrium state, the Boltzmann transport equation can be 

simplified to
S(r,n,E) = • VF (r , Tii, E) + X (E,r) F(r,g,E) -

- f X (<7"->Q,E'>E,r) F (r , Q, ' ,E ') dti' dE' (2)it u- o s
In the energy region below 10 Mev, Hess et al. (1961) used 

the di-ffusion approximation to solve this equation. In their 

calculations the principle source was a neutron evaporation 

spectrum N(E) dE E exp (-E/e) , where 0 was chosen to be 1 

Mev to agree with the neutron spectrum arising from 190 Mev 

protons incident on carbons (Gross, 1956). For knock-on 

neutrons with energies greater than 10 Mev, about 52% were 

degraded to less than 10 Mev and a ratio of evaporation to 

knock-on sources of 4.1 was found necessary to give the 

experimental ratio of fluxes in the knock-on region to the 

evaporation region. So the source for the diffusion calcula
tion was an evaporation source strength R, plus a contribution 

from the knock-on source of magnitude 0.52 x R/4.1. In addi

tion, the altitude distribution of the source function was 
assumed by Hess et al. to be the same as for the equilibrium 

neutron flux: S(E,x) “ exp(-x/155), where x is the atmospheric



depth in g/cm2.
Lingenfelter (1963a) recalculate! the neutron strength 

in the atmosphere using the altitude dependence from the 

rate of production of cosmic ray stars in emulsions versus 

altitudes observed by Lord (1951). Both Hess et al. and 

Lingenfelter used the multigroup diffusion theory to carry 

out the calculations. Hess et al. (1961) used the absolute 

neutron fluxes in the atmosphere at depthes 200 g / c m 2 to 1030 

g/cm2 . Lingenfelter used the various neutron, measurements 

at different altitudes, latitudes and times in the solar 

activity cycle to normalize the calculated neutron spectrum.

In his calculation he also predicted the variations of neutron 

spectra with altitude, latitude, and solar cycle.

Newkirk (19 63) used another approach to solve the 

problem. He began directly from equation (2) and rewrote it 

to be S(r,g,E) + f /“ Z (n ' , E '->E , r ) F (r , Q , E ) dfi " dE '[+TT Q S

= Q • VF (r , „Q ,E) + E (E,r) F (r , ft , E )

The left hand side describes neutrons from cosmic ray disin

tegrations occuring in the atmosphere and neutrons that 

scattered down from higher energies. To solve this equation, 

the equation was reduced to a system of linear differential 

equations. The integration over the angle in the transport 

equation was replaced by a summation over a discrete number

of directions. This method is known as S method. In hisn
calculations, Newkirk used an angular distribution derived 

from the experiments of Miyake et al. (1957) and the altitude
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dependence from Lord's experiment (1951) for the source neu

trons. The calculation was normalized to one neutron measure

ment which was done at X=57°N in 1960, but no solar modulation 

was considered.

Another approach to solve the neutron transport 

problem is to use the Monte Carlo technique. In this 

method the galactic cosmic rays are followed from the moment 

they enter the atmosphere. The different reactions they have 

with the air nuclei are registered. The nuclear reactions 

and the electromagnetic cascade due to the original primary 

cosmic rays are shown vividly during the propagation of the 

particles. This is a very natural way to solve the problem 

if the cross sections of all reactions are well known. Wilson 

et al. (19 69) used a Monte Carlo transport calculation and 

found that two pronounced peaks at about 2.5 Mev and 4.9 Mev 
and two apparent points of inflection at about 6.6 Mev and 9 

Mev on the atmospheric neutron spectrum. They attributed 

these to the nuclear resonance structures of oxygens and 

nitrogens. Merker (1972) and Armstrong et al. (1973) used 

the Monte Carlo technique to simulate the galactic protons 

and alphas incident isotropically on the top of the atmosphere, 

assumed to be an infinite slab with thickness 1033 g/cm2.

In the calculations of Armstrong et al. (1973), the production 

and the transport of protons, charged pions, and neutrons 

were simulated by the Monte Carlo method. At each nuclear 
interaction the energy, the direction, the number of the 

interaction products and the recoil energy, the charge, and
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the mass of the residual nucleus were determined. The parti

cles produced might be protons, neutrons, charged pions and 

neutral pions from the intranuclear cascade and protons, neu

trons, deuterons, tritons, He3 nuclei, and alpha particles 

from the evaporation process. The produced neutral pions 

were assumed to decay, but the two gamma rays emitted were 

not traced. Because gamma rays do not play a significant 

role in the production of neutrons. Particles from the evapo

ration process with mass numbers greater than one were assumed 

to have no more nuclear interactions. The neutrons were 

divided into two major groups, above 12 Mev and below 12 Mev, 

and treated separately. Neutrons and protons above 12 Mev 

and charged pions above 1.8 Mev were followed until they 

escaped from the atmosphere or had nuclear interactions, or 
in the case of charged pions, decayed. Protons produced with 

energies below 12 Mev and charged pions below 1.8 Mev were 

not traced. For neutrons with energies below 12 Mev the 

neutrons were divided into 57 spatial intervals and 32 energy 

groups. In these 32 energy groups upscattering was allowed 

and neutrons could gain as well as lose energy in the colli

sions with nuclei. It was necessary to consider this in order 

to properly predict the shape of the neutron spectrum near 

thermal energy. In the very first step if the incident 

particle was an alpha particle an approximate model (Gabriel 

et al. , 1971) was used in which an alpha particle was assumed 

to be four separate nucleons , with each nucleon having a 

kinetic energy equal to one-quarter of the difference between
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the kinetic energy and the binding energy of the alpha parti
cle. Each nucleon entered the nucleus separately and independ
ently, except for their relative spatial locations when they 
entered the nucleus. The neutron spectrum was calculated 
at geomagnetic latitude 42°N for solar minimum activity. At 
0 g/cm2, for neutrons in the energy range less than 10 Mev, 
this calculation shows a good agreement with the calculations 
of Lingenfelter (1963b), but for neutrons with energies 
higher than 10 Mev this calculation predicts a considerable 
higher neutron flux (Fig 10-1).
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CHAPTER III 

REVIEW OF EARLIER NEUTRON MEASUREMENTS

As indicated in Chapter I, if neutron leakage from the 

atmosphere and subsequent decay in the magnetosphere is the 

source of the Van Allen radiation belts, then it is essential 
to determine the source strength. Many neutron measurements 

have been conducted in the last 25 years at different altitudes, 
latitudes and times in the solar activity cycle. The large 

number measurements yield different results but if these 

results are corrected to the same altitude, latitude, solar 

cycle and converted correctly to a neutron leakage current, 

then a large number of results are in better agreement. The 

status of fast neutron leakage measurements has been reviewed 
by Lockwood (1973). At 10 Mev, except for the results of 

Baird et al. (1966) the differential energy fluxes agree to

±25% (Lockwood, 197 3). All the measurements at 1 Mev are in 

general agreement. Before 1972, most neutron measurements 

were limited to the neutron energy range below 10 Mev. Recent
ly , the neutron measurements have been extended to high energy 
region (>10 Mev), but there are few measurements. The general 

tendency indicates that the spectrum cannot be extrapolated 

from the measurements in the 1 Mev to 10 Mev region. Some of 

the experimental results of neutron measurements are converted 

to the neutron leakage current, corrected to X=42°N, solar 

minimum, and plotted in Fig. 10-1 and Fig. 10-2. The recent
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measurements are briefly reviewed in the following. The 

values of corrected neutron leakage currents of some measure

ments are given for comparison.
Holt et al. (1966) conducted seven balloon flights 

between September 1964 and August 1965 at geomagnetic latitudes 
ranging from 3°II to 69°H at altitudes of about 4 g/cm2. A 

phoswich type detector incorporating pulse shape discrimination 
was used in these measurements. In their phoswich type 

detector, a liquid scintillator (NE213 or HE218) was surround

ed by a plastic scintillator (NE102) and both were viewed by 

a single photomultiplier tube. The pulses produced by charged 

particles in the plastic UE102 had similar characteristics of 

the pulses produced by electrons in the liquid scintillator.

In the case that a charged particle produced in the liquid 

scintillator escaped into the plastic NE102 the combined 

pulse produced also had a similar pulse shape to that of an 

electron. Thus, they pulse-shape-discriminated pulses with 
pulse shapes of protons from the pulses with pulse shapes 

of electrons and obtained the proton recoil spectrum induced 
by neutrons. From these measurements the neutron spectrum 

in the energy range of 1 Mev to 10 Mev was described by a 

power law with index -1.05+0.15. Later, Merker et al. (1973) 

summarized all measurements by balloons and by aircrafts

from 1964 to 1971 and described the average spectrum as a
— 0 13power law with index -1.0 8+q *2 at 3 g/cm2 to 5 g/cm2. The 

corrected neutron leakage current, from 1 Mev to 10 Mev, was 

0.16±0.01 neutrons/cm2-sec.
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Haymes (1964) applied the phoswich technique to a 

NE213 scintillator surrounded by a CsI(Tl) layer and measured 

the spectrum from 1 Mev to 14 Mev during a series of balloon 

flights up to the altitudes about 3.6 g/cm2 at X=41°N. A 
power law differential energy spectrum with index -1.3±0.1, 

and the corrected neutron leakage current, from 1 Mev to 14 

Mev, 0.13±0.02 neutrons/sec-cm2 were measured.

Albernhe et al. (1969) used stilbene surrounded by

a plastic charged particle shield to measure atmospheric 

neutrons from 3 Mev to 14 Mev. From two balloon flights at 

X=46°N and altitudes of 4.2 mb and 4.5 mb the spectra 

measured were described again by power law spectra with indices 

-1.23 and -1.25 respectively. The corrected neutron leakage 

current from 3 Mev to 14 Mev was 0.12±0.03 neutrons/sec-cm2.

Baird et al. (1966) used a phoswich technique on a 
cylindrical crystal of Anthracene surrounded by a plastic 

scintillator of NE102 to measure neutrons from 2 Mev to 11 

Mev at Fort Churchill in 1964-1965. Six rocket flights and 
two balloon flights were made. From two balloon flights at 

depths greater than 10 0 g/cm2 the power law indices -1.3 5+0.3 

and -1.42+0.3 were obtained by assuming that the spectra did 

not change with altitudes. The result of rocket fliahts 

yeilded an index of -0.8 and the corrected neutron leakage 

current from 2 Mev to 11 Mev was 0.25±0.10 neutron/sec-cm2.

Jenkins et al. (1971) conducted neutron measurements 

in the 1 Mev to 10 Mev range on the OGO-6 satellite from June 

7 to September 30, 19 69. The detector was a He3 filled
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proportional counter surrounded by the plastic scintillator 

which acted as a charged particle guard counter and a neutron 

moderator. From measurements in the polar region (Pc40.3 GV) 

the index of the power law spectrum was limited to be within 

-1 and -0.8. At equatorial regions (Pc^12 GV) the upper limit 

of the index was -1.2. The corrected neutron leakage current 

from 1 Mev to 10 Mev was 0.16±0.02 neutrons/sec-cm2.

Klumpar et al. (1973) flew a 5 cm x 5 cm cylindrical

liquid scintillator NE213 completely surrounded by a NE102 

charged particle shield. Pulse shape discrimination was also 

incorporated in the IIE213 scintillator which covered the pro

ton energy range from 3 Mev to 18 Mev. It was concluded 

from two balloon flights that the power lav/ spectrum in energy 

with a single index could not be fitted to the results (St.
Onge, 1968). Instead, as shown in Fig. 10-2, the spectrum

became flat from 10 Mev to 20 Mev.
h'hite et al. (197 2) reported the measurements 

on a balloon flight made at Palestine, Texas, A=40°N on 26 

September, 1971. The douole scattering method used two banks 

of liquid scintillators filled v/ith NE223 spaced 100 cm apart. 

Each bank contained 8 cells and a charged particle shield 

surrounded each bank. Both the energy spectrum and the angular 
distribution were obtained. The differential energy spectrum 

reported was flat from 20 Mev to 50 Mev and from 50 Mev to 90
Mev the flux dropped by a factor of two (Fig. 10-1, Fig. 10-2).

Heidbreder et al. (1970) applied the double scatter

ing technique to spark chambers and made measurements at
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Palestine, Texas at an atmospheric depth 7 g/cm2 on September 
15, 1969. Out of the 17 valid events, 10 upward moving 
events were used to construct the neutron albedo differential 
energy spectrum from 100 Mev to 400 Mev. The corrected 
leakage current at 100 Mev is about 6 x 10 5 neutrons/sec-Mev- 
cm2. Kanbach et al. (197 4) extended the measurements of 
Heidbreder et al. from 70 Mev to 250 Mev. From the two balloon 
flights in May, 1971 at Palestine, Texas at altitudes 8.6 g/cm2 
and 4.7 g/cm2 they found that the neutron leakage rate was 
2.53 x En 1•89 neutrons/sec-Mev-cm2.

In Fig. 10-1, we also show the predicted neutron 
spectrum of Freden et al. (1962), which is derived from the 
measured inner radiation belt proton spectrum. The magnitude 
has been increased by a factor of 7 to take care of the in
jection coefficient (White et al., 1972).
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CHAPTER IV

DETECTION PRINCIPLES FOR NEUTRONS

Since neutrons are neutral particles and do not

interact with matter through Coulomb interaction, techniques

for the neutron detection involve detecting the secondary

particles produced by the neutrons. Some of the fast neutron

detection principles are reviewed in the following.

The earliest type of detectors were BF gaseous pro-
3

portional counters. The cross section of B 1 0 (n,c;)Li7 for neu

trons with energies less than 30 kev can be described as 

a = 3840 x 2.2 x 105 / v barns 

where a is the cross section and v is the velocity of the 

neutron in cm/sec. For fast neutrons, the cross section is 

very small but an improvement can be made by slowing down 

the fast neutrons before they reach the counter. Based on

this idea the BF filled gaseous counter surrounded by a
3

moderator has been used for the fast neutron detector. It 

has the inherent disadvantage that no spectral information 

is obtained.
In an attempt to deduce some spectral information 

about the neutrons, He3 proportional counters were developed. 

He3 has a large cross section, about 5400 barns, for thermal 

neutrons. The cross section of the reaction (He3 + n -> II3 + 

p + 765 kev) varies smoothly without resonances. Because 

there are no excited daughter products, the reaction products 

have the entire energy, so the energy of the neutron can be
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measured. The major disadvantage of this reaction arises 

from the competing effect of the elastic scattering between 

the neutron and the He3, which has a cross section of approxi
mately twice that of the reaction He3 (n,p)H3. To use this 

reaction in the fast neutron detection neutrons are usually 
moderated before they reach the detector. With the low 

efficiency, however, it has been used for spectral measurements 

in the region E < 10 Mev.

To extend the energy range of neutron detectors, 

nuclear emulsions were developed specifically for the neutron 

detection. The neutrons interact with elements in the emul

sion, usually by a resonance capture reaction, and produce 

charged particles which are detected. Alternatively hydro

genous material, or radiator, can be placed in front of the 

emulsion and the ranges of proton recoils determined so that 

a neutron energy spectrum can be unfolded. In the case where 

the neutron direction is known through collimation; the energy 

and the direction of the neutron are then determined simulta

neously .
For high energy neutron measurements, the spark cham

ber technique can be used. The system usually consists of 

hydrogenous radiators, a spark chamber, and stereoscopic 

cameras. When neutrons interact with the radiators, recoil 

protons are produced. The high voltage of the chamber causes 

sparks along tracks of the protons, so the ranges and the 

directions of the protons are determined. Using the informa

tion provided by these tracks, energies and directions of
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neutrons can be derived.

Semiconductors have also been used for neutron detec

tors. The semiconductor is sensitive to charged particles, 

and it can be used in an analogous fashion to an emulsion.

A radiator is placed in front of the detector and the charged 

particle produced by the neutron in the radiator is detected 
in the semiconductor. The resolution of the detector is good, 

but in order not to absorb the energy of the charged particle 

the radiator has to be very thin. Consequently the efficiency 

is low.

The scintillators are widely used for neutron detec

tors. Since the technique of placing a radiator in front of 

a detector is not efficient, the scintillator gets around 

this problem by combining the radiator and the detector. When 

a neutron interacts with the material of the scintillator, 

it may produce a charged particle; the charged particle then 

loses energy through ionizations and molecular excitations in 

the scintillator itself. Some of the excited molecules 

emit light as they return to the ground state. By collecting 
the ligh output, the recoil particle can be detected, and if 

no other particles are incident, it is inferred that the 

neutron produced the recoil. Because in many kinds of scintil

lators different charged particles produce different shapes 

of light pulses, it is possible to use the pulse shape discrim

ination technique to identify the charged particles interact

ing in a scintillator. Consequently, in most cases, identify 
the type of the incident particle (Chapter V). The scintillator
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technique was chosen for the measurements described in this 
thesis.
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CHAPTER V

DESCRIPTION OF NEUTRON AND GAMMA RAY DETECTORS USED IN

THIS EXPERIMENT

The detector system follows the basic design of 

St. Onge (1968). Improvements have been made in the pulse 

shape discrimination (PSD), electronics system, and charged 
particle anti-coincidence system. In this system the neutron 

and gamma ray measurements are made reliable by the applica

tion of the PSD to the organic scintillators by the technique 

described in the section 5.1.

5.1 PULSE SHAPE DISCRIMINATION

Because neutrons and gamma rays are neutral particles , 

neutron measurements may often be contaminated by gamma rays. 

For atmospheric gamma ray measurements the neutron contamina

tion is not a serious problem because the neutron flux is 

relatively low compared with the gamma ray flux. But for 

cosmic gamma ray measurements, because of the low intensity, 

the neutron contamination problem is not negligible. Especial

ly, when neutrons interact with the detector system and 
produce local gamma rays. Sometimes this problem is even 

more difficult to handle than the cosmic gamma ray measure

ment itself.
The discovery of the different decay times associated 

with different charged particles in organic scintillators 

makes it possible to identify the types of particles by the 

shapes of the light pulses produced in the scintillator
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(Lynch, 1968; Kuchnir et al., 1968; Owen, 1959; Phillips et 

al., 1953; Wright, 1956). This possibility offers an unique 

opportunity to separate the electrons produced by gamma rays 

from the other charged particles (p, a, C, etc.) induced by 

neutrons. The significant progress made in this PSD technique 

not only makes neutron and gamma ray measurements more 

reliable but also makes it possible to measure them both 

simultaneously in the same detector.
In many organic scintillators, for example, stilbene, 

1JE213, WE218, NE213M, etc., the scintillation pulses decay 

with combination of four decay constants; Tl, T2, T3, and T4. 

For NE213, the values of four decay constants are 1.66, 3.16, 

32.2, and 270 nanoseconds respectively (Lynch, 1968). Differ

ent charged particles produce pulses with different durations 
in the three periods with decay constants T2, T3, and T4. The 

duration of the first period with decay constant 1.66 nanosec

onds is the same for different charged particles. From the 

observations that Tl is changed with the concentration of 

the solute in the scintillator only, it is explained that 

Tl is the mean life for the energy transfer from solvent to 
solute. Since the time for the excited molecules to go back 

to the ground state is in the order of nanoseconds while the 

time for ionized molecules to be neutralized is in the order 

of 10 7 seconds, the second period with decay constant T2 

and the fourth period with decay constant T4 are attributed 

to the excitation of molecules and the recombination of the 

ionized molecules, respectively. Since the durations of
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period two, three, and four are dependent upon the particle 

type, if we integrate the scintillation pulse (for 30 microsec

onds, in our case) then the time T between the beginning 

of the pulse and the time at which the integrated pulse 

reaches some fixed fraction of its final average value is 

only dependent on the particle type. By this characteristic 

time T the particle type is identified.
5.2 DESCRIPTION OF DETECTOR

In Fig. 5-1, we show the schematic drawing of the 

detector system used in this flight. The system consisted 

of two cylindrical cells filled with liquid scintillant NE213, 

manufactured by Nuclear Enterprises, Inc. The composition of

NE213 is CH and the density is 0.867 g/cc. One of the
1 . 2 1 3

cells has dimensions of 4.65 cm diameter by 4.60 cm length 

(2 inch detector); the other 12.3 cm diameter by 12.3 cm 

length (5 inch detector). Each detector was viewed by a fast 

photomultiplier tube (RCA8 57 5) and the detector was complete

ly surrounded by a plastic charged particle shield, or anti- 

coincidence dome (ACD), which was made of NE102 (St. Onge, 
1969b). To be very sensitive to charged particles each ACD 

was viewed by two photomultiplier tubes (RCA C70132A) and 

operated in anti-coincidence or coincidence with the detector 

so the events due to neutral particles or external charged 
particles were measured respectively. The PSD technique 

was applied to identify the types of charged particles and, 

consequently, to separate events due to neutrons from those 

due to gamma rays.
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When an event occurred in the detector, an integrated 

pulse from dynode 10 was fed into a double-delay-line (DDL) 

amplifier. The bi-polar pulse from the DDL amplifier had 

a pulse width proportional to the characteristic time T of 

the light pulse (Section 5.1). The zero cross-over technique 

was applied in the time-single-channel analyzer (TSCA). When 
the zero point of the bi-polar pulse reached the TSCA, a 

pulse was generated. The output pulse from the TSCA was fed 

into the start terminal of the time-to-amplitude converter 

(TAC). The TAC has two input terminals: one for a start pulse 

and the other for a stop pulse. From the output of the TAC 

a pulse is generated; the amplitude of which is proportional 

to the time difference between the start pulse and the stop 

pulse. The fast pulse from the anode was fed into the 

constant fraction pick-off (CFPO) which gave a signal when 

the pulse reached 10% of its maximum amplitude. The CFPO 

reduced the random walk problem usually occuring in the 

constant pulse-height triggering method. The pulse from the 

CFPO was delayed for 1 microsecond by the gate & delay gener

ator (G&DG). The pulse from the G&DG was fed into the TAC 
for the stop pulse. So the amplitude of the output pulse 
from the TAC was proportional to the characteristic time T of 

the light pulse from the detector. Hence, this pulse was 

used to identify the particle type. We then fed this pulse 
to the pulse-shape-PHA of the two dimensional PHA. To measure 

the energy loss of the particle in the event a unipolar signal 

was taken from the DDL amplifier and sent to the pulse-height
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PHA of the two dimensional PHA to measure its pulse height.

So the particle type and the energy loss were known simulta

neously. The reason we did not use the fast pulse from the 

anode for a start pulse of the TAC is because there are usual
ly many small noise-pulses in the anode. Too much dead time 

will be created in the TAC if these noise-pulses trigger the 

TAC.
A time-of-flight (TOF) system was incorporated 

between the 2 inch detector and the 5 inch detector. For 

an event due to a neutral particle occurring in the 2 inch 

detector the fast pulse from the anode served as a start pulse 

for the TAC of the TOF system (TOF/TAC) and opened the gate 

of TOF/TAC for 40 nanoseconds. During this period, if a 

neutral event occurred in the 5 inch detector, then the fast 

pulse from the anode of the photo tube of the 5 inch detector 

was delayed for 20 nanoseconds and then fed into the TOF/TAC 

to serve as a stop pulse. The reason for delaying the stop 

signal for 20 nanoseconds is because the TAC has the charac
teristic that for the time differences less than 20 nanoseconds 
the amplitude of the output pulse is the same. Only for time 

differences greater than 20 nanoseconds is the amplitude of 

the output pulse proportional to the time difference. The 

output pulse from the TOF/TAC was fed into a 64-channel time- 

of-flight PHA (TOF/PHA) to analyze the pulse height. If dur

ing these 40 nanoseconds an event occurred in the ACD of the 
2 inch detector, or 5 inch detector, then the system was 

turned off for 4 microseconds.
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Logic pulse from the ACD of the 2 inch detector and 

from the ACJ of the 5 inch detector were fed into the control 

logic. In the control logic a time sharing system was used 
so that in one second, 0.1 second was used to analyze events 

which were detected when the ACD and the detector were in 

the conincidence mode, and 0.9 second was used to analyze 

events obtained when the ACD and the detector were in the 

anti-coincidence mode. The logic signals from control logic 

were fed into the TOF/PHA, the two dimensional PHA of the 

2 inch detector, and the two dimensional PHA of the 5 inch 

detector.

It took 55 microseconds to analyze an event, and the 

information was transmitted in series to telemetry output.

Because the PSD technique was applied to both detec

tors the events detected by the 2 inch detector, or by the 5 

inch detector, could be displayed in a matrix according to 
their energies and particle types (Fig. 5-2, Fig. 5-3). In 

each matrix all data fell into four bands; each band corre

sponded to one particle type. They were identified as 

electrons, protons, alpha particles, and light pulses of an 

in-flight-calibrator (IFC) (Fig. 5-2). The IFC was a small 

Hal crystal doped with Am2'*1 which decays by emitting alpha 

particles with a half life of 458 years. The alpha particles 

lose energy in the Hal crystal and produce light pulses with 

fairly constant amplitude and very different pulse shape.

Thus, the IFC could be used to monitor the stability of the 

PHA (St. Onge et al., 1969a, 1969b).
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In each flight matrix, there were 128 channels for 

the pulse height and 128 channels for the pulse shape. In 

order to extract the electron band and the proton band from 

a flight matrix it was necessary to print all data on a 

pulse height versus pulse shape matrix, recognizing that a 

two dimensional matrix is equivalent to the top view of a 

three dimensional matrix. In each two dimensional matrix we 

determined the valley between the electron peak and the proton 

peak, and then could draw the boundaries for the electron 

band and the proton band. Since the resolution of the pulse 

shape PHA was not perfect, there was a dispersion in the pulse 

shape channels for each pulse height channel so that in each 
band, at every pulse height channel we summed all counts in 

the pulse shape channels and determined an energy loss 

spectrum over the 128 pulse height channels for both protons 
and electrons. From calibrations the relation between proton 

energies and pulse height channel numbers was found so that 

it was possible to convert the pulse height spectrum in 

counts per channel to counts per energy interval for either 

particle species.
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CHAPTER VI

SPECTRAL UNFOLDING TECHNIQUES FOR NEUTRONS

A single omnidirectional detector behaves similarly 

to a racoil-proton scintillation spectrometer provided that 

the proton energy loss spectrum is extracted by the pulse 

shape discrimination technique from electrons, protons, and 

alpha particles produced. This spectrum can then be related 

to the spectrum of incident neutrons. Our goal is to deduce 

the spectrum of incident neutrons from the recoil proton 

spectrum. There are several techniques to unfold the neutron 

spectrum, but only two methods used in this experiment will 

be discussed.
6.1 GENERAL METHOD
The most reliable method is to send a monoenerqetic 

neutron beam into the detector and observe the recoil proton 

spectrum, which is the response function. By knowing the 

response functions of the detector to the neutrons with 

energies in the range we are interested, we can then use a 

least squares test technique to deduce the neutron spectrum 

which produces the proton recoil spectrum best fitting the 

observed recoil spectrum (Chapter IX). We obtained the 

calibrated response functions from the accelerator calibrations 

(Chapter VII) and used this method to unfold the neutron 

spectrum measured in this balloon flight.
6.2 Monte Carlo Method

Another method to have the response functions needed
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for the neutron spectrum unfolding is by the Monte Carlo 

calculations. This technique is a very reasonable way to 

learn the details of various neutron reactions in the detector 

provided that we have accurate information about the cross 

section for each reaction. This method automatically takes 

care of multiple scattering and the resolution of the detector 

system. The Monte Carlo calculations for neutrons in a

scintillator used here was originally written by Stanton (1971).

We used the response functions calculated by the Monte Carlo 

method to compare with the calibrated response functions.

The result of the comparison is discussed in Chapter VII.

In this Monte Carlo calculation, the incident neutron 
is traced as follows.

1. The direction and energy of the neutron are chosen

as well as the position it enters the detector.

2. From total cross sections of neutron-proton (n-p) 
and neutron-carbon (n-C) collisions determine the mean free 

path of the neutron and the distance between the place it 

entered and the place where scattering occurs.
3. Decide whether the scattering is inside the 

detector or outside. If it is outside the detector, then we 

go back to step 1 and pick a new neutron.

4. If the scattering is inside the detector, then 

decide if the scattering is n-p or n-C.
5. If it is a n-p scattering, then determine the 

energy of the proton and the neutron. The scattered neutron 
with new energy will be traced from step 2.
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6. If it is a n-C reaction then determine if it is an 

elastic or inelastic scattering. The inelastic scatterings

considered in this calculation are:

a. n + C->-n + C*->n + C + Y
b. n + C^-a + Be

c. n + C - > - n + 3 a

d. n + C ^ P + B

7. The information on the angular distribution of 

produced particles is supplied so that the energies and the 

angles of the emitted particles in the laboratory frame may 

be determined. If there is an emitted neutron, then this 

neutron will be traced from step 2.

8. It is assumed that a charged particle loses all 
its energy in the detector. The energy loss is converted to 

light output and then to the pulse height. The light output
in each reaction is added to the previous total for its

history.

9. Also, the resolution at each pulse height channel 

may be simulated so the finite resolution effect is included 

(Appendix Bl).
The proton spectrum from this calculation is the 

proton response function needed to get the neutron spectral 

information.
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CHAPTER VII 

CALIBRATION OF THE NEUTRON DETECTORS

The calibration of the neutron detectors was done at 

the University of New Hampshire (UNH) Van der Graaf accelerator 

and at the Michigan State University (MSU) cyclotron. At UNH, 

two neutron reactions were used: (D,D) and (D,T). In the

(D,D) reaction, D + D -* He3 + n, Q = 3.266 Mev, the energies 

of the neutrons are dependent on the energy of the incident 

deuterons and the angle at which the neutrons are emitted.
We placed the detectors at a position perpendicular to the 
deuteron beam. For deuterons of 300 kev, the energy of the 

neutron beam was 2.52 Mev. In the (D,T) reaction, D + T ->

He14 + n, Q = 17. 58 6 Mev, the energy of the neutron beam was 

14.17 Mev at 90° for deuterons of 300 kev.

In the MSU calibrations the neutron beam was produced 

in the reaction Be9(He3,n)c!1. The He3 beam was accelerated 

to 7 0 Mev by isochronous cyclotron. Since the Q value of 

this reaction is 7.56 Mev, the neutron spectrum from the Be9 

target was a continuous spectrum with the highest energy 

around 7 7 Mev and a broad maximum around 20 Mev.
We selected the neutron energy by the time of flight 

(TOF) technique. Before each run, the time of flight PHA of 

the MSU facility (MSU-TOF-PHA) was calibrated. In this cali

bration neutrons and gamma rays were registered by their 

arrival times so that a time of flight spectrum was obtained.
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In this spectrum each neutron burst was preceded by a sharp 

peak which was identified as the gamma ray burst emitted at 

the instant when the He3 nuclei hit the Be9 target. To avoid 

the overlap of the fast neutrons with the slow neutrons of the 

previous burst, only one out of four bursts of He3 was 

directed into the Be9 target. For some runs the radio 

frequency of the cyclotron was 14.343 MHz so the time between 

two He3 bursts was 27 8.9 nanoseconds. Consequently, the time 

between two gamma ray peaks should also be 27 8.9 nanoseconds. 

The MSU-TOF-PHA used was linear and there were 680 channels 

between two gamma ray peaks sc each channel of the MSU-TOF- 

PHA was 0.41 nanoseconds. The first gamma ray peak was at 

channel 863. The distance between Be9 target and the detector 
was 57 6.5 cm, so channel 863 corresponded to the time 19.29 

nanoseconds. The arrival time of neutrons which were preceded 

by the first gamma ray peak was T(I) = 19.29 + 0.41 x (863 -
I) nanoseconds, where I is the MSU-TOF-PHA channel number and 

T(I) is the arrival time of the event registered in channel

I. The energy of the neutron corresponding to channel I was 

E (I) = M c2{ ----------    - 1 } Mev, where M c2 is the rest

mass energy of the neutron. During each run a single channel 

analyzer (SCA) was used to select a certain portion of the 

TOF spectrum. This SCA gated the detector's two dimensional 

PHA, so the detector analyzed a "monoenergetic" neutron beam.

n n

For the 5 inch detector, the angle between the neutron 
beam and the detector was 0°. The distance was 576.5 cm from
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the Be9 target. The detector was uniformly illuminated in 

the direction perpendicular to the cylindrical axis. The 

signals were both pulse shape and pulse height analyzed so 

electrons, protons, and alpha particles were identified.

Also, all events were printed on two dimensional matrices so 

both energy and particle type were known. From these matrices 

we extracted proton spectra. The proton spectriim for each 

run was used as our response function.

For the 2 inch detector, the angle between the neu

tron beam and the detector was also 0°. The distance from 

the target was 405.1 era. The detector was placed so that 
the neutron beam was again perpendicular to the axis of the 

detector. For one run we rotated the detector such that the 

axis of the detector was along the direction of the neutron 

beam. In another run we rotated the detector so the angle 

was 45°. The purpose of these changes was to check if the 

response of the detector was isotropic. Also, in another run 

we disabled the charged particle shield to see if this caused 

any effect.
We draw the following conclusions from these calibra

tions :

(1) The relation between proton energy and the flight PHA

channel number can be described as,

for the 5 inch detector:

E (I) - 4.42 + 0.631 + 3.8 x 10_3I2 - 6.9 x 10_5I3 +P
+ 1.3 x 10"614 Mev (Fig. 7-1)
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for the 2 inch detector:

E (J) = 1.65 + 0.115J + 1.18 x 10~3J2 - 1.94 x 10_5J3 +P
+ 1.3 x 10-7Jl+ Mev (Fig. 7-2)

where, I and J refer to the pulse-height PHA channel numbers 

of the 5 inch and the 2 inch detectors respectively.

(2) The detectors are isotropic with respect to the incident 

neutron directions.
In Fig. 7-10, the three response functions correspond

to the neutrons with energies about 23.6 Mev incident at

different incident angles. Three response functions are almost

identical so the detector is isotropic with respect to the

incident neutron directions. For Run 34, neutrons with

incident angle 45° and mean energy 23.6 Mev, and Run 35,

neutrons with incident angle 90° and mean energy 23.55 Mev,

we calculated the average number of protons per channel per

microcoulomb I-Ie3 nuclei at about E =11 Mev of these twoP
response functions. For Run 34 and Run 35 we found that there 

were 4.08 and 4.09 protons/channel/microcoulomb respectively. 

This indicates that the effeciency of the 2 inch detector is 

not dependent on the incident angle of the neutron.
(3) The charged particle shields do not change the shape of 

the recoil proton spectrum in the NE213 scintillators.

In Fig. 7-6, it shows two calibrations of the 5 
inch detector with and without the ACD connected at the mean 

energy 7 0.6 Mev. The total charge of the incident lie3 nuclei 

was 55.38 microcoulombs for Run 11 and 55.41 microcoulcmas 

for Run 121 therefore, same total number, of incident neutrons.
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From Fig. 7-6, within the statistical accuracy of the observed 

counting rates, it indicates that the ACD neither changes 

the efficiency of the detector nor distorts the recoil proton 

spectrum.

(4) The phase space distribution which is assumed in the 

theoretical calculations of Kurz, (1964) and Stanton, (1971) 

is not appropriate to describe the energy distribution of 

the protons from the reaction C 12 (n,p)B12.

The calibrated response functions from the MSU 
calibrations are shown in Fig. 7-3 to Fig. 7-12. In these 

figures every spectrum is corresponding to 10,000 incident 

neutrons unless 'arbitrary scale' is indicated. From the 

response functions of the 5 inch detector we clearly see the 

structures in the proton spectra (Fig. 7-4, Fig. 7-5).

There is a plateau at the higher energy side, which extends 

to the proton energy corresponding to the incident neutron 

energy. Since only in the n-p scattering can a proton 

absorb all neutron energy, we can identify this portion of the 

recoil proton spectrum as due to the protons from the n-p 

scattering. The n-p scattering has been well studied and 

both the cross section and the proton energy distribution are 

known, so we have normalized the height of the plateau of 

each response function such that the proton spectrum is 
corresponding to the response function for 10,000 incident 
neutrons. This normalization factor was calculated in the 

following way. For a NE213 detector with length d, the
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efficiency of the n-p scattering is

A {1 - exp[-nHaH (En )d-ncac (En)d] } (7-1)

where, n^ the density of hydrogen of NE213

n^ : the density of carbon of NE213

a,, (E ) : the total cross section of n-C scattering n
a (E ): the total cross section of n-p scattering

- 3n [1. 20 6En+ (-1.86 + 0. 09 415En+0.0001306En 2)2] * +
+ [1. 206E + (0.4223+0.13E )2] 1 barnsL n n

En : the energy of the incident neutron (Mev) in
the laboratory (Lab) system 

(Marion et al. 1963)

The probability for a proton to have energy between En and

so, the normalization factor is A x B x 10,000.

Normalizing the response function by this method 

implicitly assumes that the resolution of the detector is 

perfect. This assumption will introduce errors in the 
absolute intensity of the response function. The error 

depends on the energy of incident neutrons and the resolution 
of the detector. To estimate the error we choose the highest 

energy response function in our calibrations. Since the 

anisotropy of tne proton distribution in the n-p scattering

E -1 is n (cos0 + 1) + y (cos30 + l)

where, b

2 + | b
E

2 (— ) 2  ̂V n n *
0 = 2  sin"1 ✓ (E -1)/En n (Appendix A)
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is the greatest for the highest energy response function, we 

can estimate the largest error in our normalization process.

The procedure to estimate the error is as follows.

1. From the spectrum of the incident neutrons with 

energies from 71.6 Mev to 7 8 Mev (Run 10) we calculate the 

proton recoil spectrum from n-p scattering. The number of 

the recoil protons per Mev is on an arbitrary scale and the 

resolution of the detector is assumed to be perfect (Fig. 7-16a).
2. We use the Monte Carlo method to simulate the 

resolution of the detector (Appendix Bl). We keep changing 
the resolution parameter L until the proton recoil spectrum 

with the specified finite resolution effect matches the 

observed response function of 74.3 Mev (Run 10) in the energy 

region above 70 Mev (Fig. 7-16b, Fig. 7-5).

3. For neutrons with energy 7 4.3 Mev we then calcu

late the proton recoil spectrum from n-p scattering (Fig. 7-17a) 

and use the Monte Carlo method to simulate the resolution 

effect of the detector with the resolution parameter obtained

in step 2.
4. From comparing the intensity at 7 4.3 Mev in the 

proton recoil spectrum with perfect resolution (Fig. 7-17a) 

and the intensity of the plateau in the proton recoil spectrum 
with the finite resolution (Fig. 7-17b) we are able to 

estimate the percentage error.

For Run 10 with E =74.3 Mev the error introduced byn 1
the normalization method we used is 20%. In this estimation 

we have not considered the multiple scattering effect. For
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a neutron elastically scatters with carbon it loses small 

amount of energy; if it then scatters with proton we tend 

to have more recoil protons than we estimated by considering 

only single n-p scattering. For neutron with energy 74.3 

’lev, we estimate the latter effect in the following way. 

Since in a n-C elastic scattering the neutron loses small 

amount of energy, we assume that the neutron has same energy 

before and after the n-C scattering. The probability for a 

neutron to have an elastic n-C scattering followed by a n-p

where, l is the effective length of the detector with respect

to the scattered neutron after the n-C elastic scattering,

and the: cross section of n-C elastic scattering.

For a neutron with energy 7 4.3 Mev the mean free path of a

n-C elastic scattering is in the order of 40 cm which is

larger than the length of the detector so the average distance

where a n-C elastic scattering occurs is d/2. Hence, I is

taken to be d-d/2=d/2. Taking cross section data from Kurz ,

(1964) the probability of a n-C elastic scattering follower

by a n-p scattering is 6% of that of a single n-p scattering.

If we considered this effect then the normalization method

just described overestimates the effeciency by 13% at En=74.3

Mev, and 4% at E =40 Mev. At E =25 Mev this method under-n n
estimates the efficiency by 3%. In the neutron spectrum 

unfolding process we corrected this effect on all normalized

elastic scattering is [1-e

r i i j T t u  tt  V[l-e II H n-n„au (E ) £ -nr,an (E )£CUC VAjn;y' ]
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response functions used in the least squares test.
There is also a Gaussian bump in every response

function for incident neutron energies above 27.9 Mev. We

attribute this to the protons frorn the reaction C 12(n,p)B12

for two reasons. First, it is the most prolific reaction
yielding protons in this energy range. Second, the energy
range covered by the Gaussian bump of the proton spectrum is

close to the energy range of the proton, calculated from

kinematic relations, in this reaction. To estimate the

cross section of the reaction C12(n,p)B12 we first subtracted

the protons due to n-p scattering from the proton spectrum

and calculated the number of protons under the Gaussian bump.

The calculated proton recoil spectrum from n-p scattering was

obtained in the following way. , ,. _ .
H e n

The differential cross section ------------- in the
dbc

center of mass (CM) system is 

dcrTT(0 , E ) c7T.r(E ) 1 + b cos2 0
I— — -D - r n s / s t e r .  C - 2 )

C  1 +  -=-
(Marion et al. 1963) 

where, 6^ : the neutron scattering angle in the CM system 

b : the solid angle in the CM system.
In the n-p scattering, the probability for the neutron to be

A Qscattered into db is P = Eqn. (7-1) x Eqn. (7-2) x ' cC “ IE7)-° II '“n'
This is also tne probability for the recoil proton to be in 
the energy range d(Ensin20^), where 0^ is the scattering
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angle of the neutron in the Lab system. If there are N inci

dent neutrons, the number of protons per unit energy is

N x P / d (E sin2©..) . By the relation 0 =20 n , the number n ' n 1 c l '
of protons per unit energy turns out to be

nH ° H (En'
{l-exp[-nI1o,I(En )d-nc oc (En )d]J (iT)" '

1+b cos 2 0 ̂
. ( ---- ^— __JL) g in this expression we can write cos0E , , b n ^ cn 1 3 E
as cos0 = 1 - 2  —£■, where E is the energy of the recoilc E ' p Jn
proton.

be calculated the proton recoil spectrum from the 

n-p scattering for 10,000 incident neutrons and obtained 

the value of protons/Mev at each pulse height channel. For 

each pulse height channel wa then subtracted the value of 

protons/Mev in the proton spectrum of the n-p scattering 

from the response function, and obtained a proton energy spec

trum due to reactions other than the n-p scattering. Assuming 

that the protons from the reaction C 12(n,p)B12 were under 

the Gaussian bump, we located the center energy of the Gaussian 
peak in the resulting proton spectrum and then counted the 

number of protons from the center energy to the high energy 

side. The total number of protons under this Gaussian peak 

is then twice this number. After we obtained the total

number of protons under the Gaussian peak, we calculated the

total number of protons in the proton recoil spectrum from 

the n-p scattering. The ratio of the number of protons 

under the Gaussian bump to the protons from the n-p scattering

is n „ / n TTotT, where a „ is the cross section of the reactionC pB II H ' pB
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C 1 2 (n ,p) .31 2 . The resulting cross sections of the reaction 

C 12(n,p)B12 as a function of neutron energy are shown in 
Fig. 7-13. We show the center energy of the Gaussian peak 

versus the energy of incident neutrons in Fig. 7-14. In 

Fig. 7-15, the energy difference between the Gaussian peak 

and the energy of the incident neutrons is plotted as a 

function of neutron energy. We called this energy difference 

the 'Q' value.

A comparison between calibration and the Monte Carlo

calculation following the method of Stanton (1971) is shown

in Fig. 7-7. In this calculation perfect resolution was

assumed and E =7 0 Mev. The corresponding calibrated response n
function was made at the mean neutron energy of 70.6 Mev.

The calculated and measured response functions do not agree.

The disagreement does not imply that the Monte Carlo calcula
tion is not a resonable way to handle the problem of interac

tions of neutrons in a detector. In order to predict the 

proton spectrum both cross sections and the energy distribu

tions of charged particles emitted from n-C inelastic scat

terings have to be known. Unfortunately, the cross sections 

for inelastic scattering of neutrons on carbon are not well 

known for neutron energies higher than 20 Mev. Furthermore, 

from our calibrations we are convinced that the energy distri

bution of protons from the reaction C12(n,p)B12 can not be 

described by the phase space distribution (Eurz, 1964; Stanton, 

1971). In the phase space distribution the number of protons
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with energy T in the CM system is N(S) dS /S (1-S) 2 dS, 

where, S is the ratio of T to the maximum energy of the proton 

in the CM system. The distribution of protons in the phase 

space distribution is thus similar to an evaporation spectrum. 
For En=70 Mev, according to this phase space distribution, 

most protons from the reaction C 12(n,p)B12 have energies less 

than 20 Mev, and the most probable energy is around 10 Mev.

If the threshold energy of the neutron detector is not zero, 

then the assumption of the phase space distribution tends to 

assign more'protons from this reaction below the threshold 

energy. Consequently, the efficiency of the neutron detector 

is underestimated.
The details for the response functions of the MSU 

calibrations are in the following page.
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* **Detector Run# En En m m En max ACD Anale Fig.

type Mev Mev Mev degree

5" 22 4.9 4. 84 4.96 yes 90 7-3

5" 21 9.96 9 . 82 10.1 yes 90 7-3
5" 20 14 . 5 14 . 5 14. 6 yes 90 7-4
5" 19 19.9 19.6 20.2 yes 90 7-4
5" 18 27.7 25.3 34 yes 90 7-4

5" 17 39.4 35.3 45 ye'- 90 7-4

5" 14 48.5 46.1 51.7 yes 90 7-5
5'’ 13 60.7 57.6 64.6 yes 90 7-5
5" 12 70. 6 66.8 75.6 no 90 7-5,7-6,7-7
5" 11 70.6 66.8 75.6 yes 90 7-5,7-6

5” 10 74 . 3 71.6 78 yes 90 7-5

2" 27 2. 89 2.86 2.92 yes 90 7-8

2" 26 4.85 4.8 4.9 yes 90 7-8

2" 25 9. 55 9 . 5 9.6 yes 90 7-8

2" 23 12.78 11. 8 13. 8 yes 90 7-9

2" 24 14.7 14 . 4 14.9 yes 90 7-9

2" 32 23.4 22. 8 24 yes 0 7-10

2" 34 23.6 22. 8 24.4 yes 45 7-10

2" 35 23. 55 23.1 24 yes 90 7-10

2" 28 27.4 27 27.8 yes 90 7-11

2" 29 46 44.7 47.4 yes 90 7-12

2" 30 64. 12 62.7 65.7 yes 90 7-12

* charcred particle shield connected or not 
** angle between neutron beam and the axis of the detector 

being calibrated
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CHAPTER VIII

BALLOON FLIGHT

The experiment was conducted on June 22, 1973 at the 

National Scientific Balloon Facility, Palestine, Texas 

(X = 42°N) . The balloon was launched at 05:33:04 UT and cut 

down at 16:47:43 UT. The balloon system ascended at an 

average rate of 3.61 meters per second to a float altitude

4.2 g/cm2 - 2.9 g/cm2 and was allowed to float at altitude for
8.5 hours.

From 05:33 to 11:22 UT the 2 inch detector was moved
to be below the 5 inch detector and the central line of l-.he two

detectors was 32° from the zenith. The distance between the two

detectors was 50 cm. In order to make the central line of the
0detectors point toward zenith the gondola was rotated 3 2

from the zenith. In this mode, the time of flight (TOF) system

measured upward moving particles.

From 11:32 to 12:36 UT two detectors were moved to

be side by side. The distance between them was 28 cm. The

gondola was then oriented along the zenith, so horizontally 

moving particles were measured by the TOF system.

From 12:49 to 15:11 UT the 5 inch detector was moved 

to be below the 2 inch detector and again the gondola was 

tilted 32° from the zenith. The distance between two detectors 
was 50 cm. This period was used to measure the downward 
moving particles.

From 15:25 to 16:47 UT the detectors were moved side
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by side again.

During the entire experiment, not only the directional 

fluxes of neutrons and gamma rays were measured by the TOF 

system, but also omnidirectional fluxes were measured in each 

detector separately.
Each event was transmitted to a ground receiving sta

tion where it was recorded on a seven track video tape recorder 

operating at 30 inches per second. Every event consisted of a 

47 bit data word and contained the following information:

Bit Information

1-6 110011 to identify the beginning of data string

7 TOF identification (ID)
8 5 inch detector (ID)

9-15 5 inch detector pulse-shape PHA channel number

16-22 5 inch detector pulse-height PHA channel number

23 time bit

24 2 inch detector (ID)

25-31 2 inch detector pulse-shape PHA channel number

32-38 2 inch detector pulse-height PHA channel number

39 time bit

40-45 TOF PHA channel number

46 parity bit
47 time bit
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Three time bits served to identify the separation of the 

data group.

After the flight the video tapes were returned to UNH 

where they were played back into an F.M. subcarrier discrim

inator and a ground station. The ground station checked the 

string of data word to verify that the identification and 

parity bit were correct. Those correct events were then 

transferred onto the digital tapes by an incremental recorder 

and the tapes then processed by an IBM 3 60 computer. The 

resulting true events were printed onto a two dimensional 
matrix for each tape.
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CHAPTER IX 

ANALYSIS OF FLIGHT DATA

For this balloon flight 12 video data tapes were 

obtained at float altitudes and were analyzed. Data on the 

omnidirectional and directional detectors were retrieved 

from the tapes but only data from two operating independently 

omnidirectional detectors are presented here.

The house keeping data obtained at float altitudes 

have been checked. There is no significant fluctuations.
This indicates that the system was very stable during the 

flight. Before and after the flight, we checked the gains 

of the pulse height (PII) PHAs with the various gamma ray and 

neutron radioactive isotope sources, the IFCs and the maximum 

energy deposited peak of the minimum ionizing sea level nuons. 

During the flight we checked the gains of the system with the 

IFCs, and found no gain shifts in the PH-PHAs.
From each data tape we retrieved four flight matrices; 

two matrices for each detector. For the 5 inch detector, 

the two matrices were: 1) neutral particle, obtained when 

the detector was in the anti-coincidence mode with the ACD;

2) charged particle, obtained when the detector was in the 

coincidence mode with the ACD. For the 2 inch detector, 
tnere were also both a neutral and a charged particle matrices. 

In Fig. 5-2, we show an example of three dimensional plot of 

a neutral particle matrix of the 2 inch detector. As already
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described in section 5.2, from each neutral particle matrix 

it was possible to extract 4 particle bands, corresponding 

to electrons, protons, alpha particles, and the IFC. Due to 

the finite resolution effect of the pulse shape (PS) PHA, 

there was a spread in the PS channels for each PII channel, so 

for each band at each PH channel we added all counts in the 

PS channels which corresponded to this particular PII channel. 

In this way, a 128-channel PH distribution was obtained for 

each band. From the IFC we could make the necessary dead 

time corrections. From each flight matrix we calculated the 

total number of IFC counts, then the counting rate of the IFC 

was calculated by dividing the total IFC counts by the flight 
time of this matrix. The counting rate of the IFC of the 5 

inch detector is 3.96 counts/sec so the dead time correction 

was (3.96 counts/sec)/(the IFC counts/sec of a matrix).

For the 2 inch detector, the counting rate of the IFC without 

dead time is 1.5 5 counts/sec, and the same method of the dead 

time correction was applied to its flight matrices. The IFC 

band was also used to monitor the stability of the PHAs. 

During the flight the IFC light pulses stayed at the same 
channels of the PH-PHAs, hence, it was not necessary to make 

any correction in the energy assignment to the channels of 
the PH-PHAs. For the 2 inch detector, at float altitiades, 

the gain of the PS-PI-IA drifted about 10 channels toward the 
lower PS channels. The shift was about one channel per 

matrix, but this caused no problem in the separation of the 

particle bands, therefore, no correction was necessary .
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After the dead time correction had been made for each band we 

added all 128-channel PH distributions of flight matrices 

together. The PH distribution of the proton band obtained 

in this way is the proton recoil spectrum in protons/channel 

versus PH channel number. From proton energy calibrations 

we had the relationship between proton energies and channel 

numbers of the PII-PHAs. Dividing the number of protons of

each PH channel by its channel width, we derived a proton
recoil spectrum in protons/Mev versus proton energy. The

proton spectrum in protons/Mev versus proton energies of

the 5 inch detector is shown in Fig. 9-1. The proton recoil 

spectrum of the 2 inch detector in protons/Mev versus proton 

energies is shown in Fig. 9-2.

To unfold the proton recoil spectra we used the first 

method in Chapter VI, section 6.1. In the MSU calibrations 

we could not calibrate the detectors in energy steps of 1 Mev 

or less, because there was not enough time, so an interpola

tion and extrapolation method was used to construct the set 

of response functions needed to unfold the neutron spectrum. 

For example, to construct the response function at 66 Mev 

from calibrated response functions at 60.7 Mev (Run 13) and
70.6 Mev (Run 12) of the 5 inch detector (Fig. 7-5), we 

followed an interpolation method:

1. Determine the value of protons/Mev of the plateau 

at 66 Mev: Since this plateau is due to the n-p scattering

(Chapter VII) we calculated the value of protons/Mev at 66 

Mev by the same method as we did for the normalization of the
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response function in Chapter VII.

2. Determine the energy at the intersection of the 

Gaussian bump and the plateau: In the response function of

6 0.7 Mev the energy difference between the mean energy of the 

incident neutrons and the base of the Gaussian bump is 13 Mev; 
it is also 13 Mev for the response function of 7 0.6 Mev.

The average is still 13 Mev, so the energy at the intersection 

of the Gaussian bump and the plateau was taken to be 53 Mev 
for the response function of 6 6 Mev.

3. Determine the slope of proton energy versus 

protons/Mev between the base of the Gaussian bump and the 

plateau at 66 Mev: The slope in the response function at

60.7 Mev is 0.2, and it is 0 for the response function at

7 0.6 Mev, hence, the slope in the response function at 66 Mev 

was taken to be 0.1.

4. Determine the value of protons/Mev at 53 Mev 

of the response function of 6 6 Mev: We drew a line with

slope 0.1 from the plateau at 6 6 Mev to 53 Mev. The value of 

protons/Mev at 53 Mev was automatically determined when this 

line reached 5 3 Mev.

5. Determine the energy of the Gaussian peak: The 

energy of the Gaussian peak at the response function of 60.7 
Mev is 3 5 Mev, and at the response function of 7 0.6 Mev is
43.5 Mev, therefore, we took the average value 39.3 Mev as 

the energy of the Gaussian peak of the response function of
6 6 Mev.

6. Determine the value of protons/Mev at the Gaussian
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peak of the response function of 66 Mev: The values of protons 

/Mev at the Gaussian peaks are 27.3 and 23.8 for the response 

functions of 60.7 Mev and 70.6 Mev respectively. So, for 

the response function of 6 6 Mev, the average value 2 5.6 was 

taken to be the value of protons/Mev of the Gaussian peak.

7. Determine the energy at the intersection of the 

Gaussian bump and the broad bump at low energy side of the 

response function at 66 Mev: For the response function of

60.7 Mev the energy at the intersection is 28 Mev; for the 

response function of 7 0.6 Mev it is 3 5 Mev, so the average 

value 32 Mev was assumed to be the energy at the intersection 

for the response function of 66 Mev.

8. Determine the value of protons/Mev at 3 2 Mev of 

the response function of 66 Mev: The value of protons/Mev 

at 28 Mev of the response function of 60.7 Mev is 23.3, and 

at 35 Mev of the response function of 70.6 Mev is 19.4, so 

for the response function of 6 6 Mev the average value 21.4 

protons/Mev was assumed to be the value at 32 Mev.

9. Determine the center of the broad bump at low 

energy side of the response function of 66 Mev: The energy
at the center of the broad bump was estimated to be 14 Mev 

for the response function of 6 0.7 Mev; 18 Mev for the response 

function of 7 0.6 Mev. For the response function of 66 Mev
we took the average value 16 Mev as the center of the broad 

bump.

10. Determine the value of protons/Mev at the center 

of the broad bump: The value of protons/Mev at 14 Mev of the
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response function of 70.6 Mev is 35, and at 18 Mev of the 

response function of 70.6 Mev is 30. The average value 32.5 

protons/Mev was taken to be the value of protons/Mev at 16 

Mev of the response function of 66 Mev.

11. Determine the slope of proton energy versus 

protons/Mev between the center of the broad bump at low 

energy side and the intersection of this broad bump and the 

Gaussian bump in the response function of 66 Mev: The slopes

in this region are -0.8 and -0.6 for the response functions 

of 60.7 Mev and 70.6 Mev respectively, so the average value 

-0.7 was taken to be the slope in this region for the response 

function of 6 6 Mev.

12. Determine the slope of proton energy versus 

protons/Mev between the center of the broad bump at low energy 

side and the lowest few channels: The slope in this region

is 0 for the response function of 6 0.7 Mev; 0.5 for the 

response function of 70.6 Mev. We took 0.2 5 as the slope in 

this region for the response function of 66 Mev.
To construct the response functions by the extrapola

tion method we followed the tendency of the systematic 
changes of the response functions and found the relations 

between the stuctures on the response functions. For example, 

to construct the response functions for energies higher than 

74.3 Mev for the 5 inch detector we followed these procedures.

1. We divided a response function into three major 

regions: (1) the plateau at the high energy side, (2) the

Gaussian bump, and (3) the broad bump at the lower energy
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side of the response function (Fig. 7-5).

2. The ratios of the intensities of (1) the Gaussian 

bump, (2) the broad bump, and (3) the base between the 

Gaussian bump and the broad bump to the plateau were found 

from calibrated response functions from 48.5 Mev to 7 4.3

Mev (Fig. 9-3).
3. From Fig. 7-14 and Fig. 7-15, the position of 

the Gaussian bump was found to be 23 Mev less than the energy 

of incident neutrons for the response functions above 60.7 

Mev.

4. The shape of the Gaussian bump was preserved in 

the extrapolated response functions, because we noticed that 

the Gaussian bump had similar standard deviation.

5. Determine the central energy of the broad bump 

at lower energy side of the response function: From response

functions of 60.7 Mev, 70.6 Mev and 74.3 Mev (Fig. 7-5), we 
determined the relation between the central energy of the 

broad bump and the energy of incident neutrons (Fig. 9-4).

This broad bump, from its systematic changes, tends to become 
flat as energies of incident neutrons increase so that the 

determination of the central energy of the broad bump is not 

critical.
In Fig. 9-5, we show examples of the interpolated 

response functions of 66 Mev and 69 Mev as well as the 

extrapolated response functions of 77 Mev and 80 Mev along 

with the calibrated response functions of 70.6 Mev and 7 4.3 

Mev.
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For the 2 inch detector, the response functions were 

constructed as follows.

1. Response functions of neutrons with energies less 

than 10 Mev: Below 10 Mev the only dominate reaction in

the detector is the n-p scattering. For neutrons with energies 

less than 9.55 Mev the calibrated response functions show 

typical proton recoil spectra from n-p scattering (Fig. 7-8), 

so that the calculated proton recoil spectra of n-p scatterings 

were used as the response functions.

2. In the neutron energy range 10 Mev to 27.4 Mev 

we used the interpolation method to construct response func

tions. The principle of interpolation has been described in 

detail in the construction of the response function for

66 Mev neutrons on the 5 inch detector. To interpolate the 

response functions of the 2 inch detector in this energy 

range the procedure is simpler because the structures are 

not that complicated. The spike at lower energies is attributed 
to the contamination by alpha particles because this spike 

begins for the response function at En=9.55 Mev. Since the 

threshold energy of the reaction C 12(n,a)Be9 is 6.2 Mev and 

the threshold energy of the reaction C 12(n,n3a) is 7.9 Mev, 

alpha particles are produced for neutrons with energies 

exceeding 6.2 Mev. The pulse shape resolution is poor 

for small light pulses (Fig. 5-2, 5-3, 5-4, 5-5), so it is 

probable that some alpha particles are mixed with protons 

in the first few channels. In the construction of response 

functions we included this spike (Fig. 9-6), because in the
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flight data there is same kind of alpha contamination in 

the first few channels.
3. Construct the response functions between 27.4 

Mev and 4 6 Mev: To interpolate the response functions in

this energy region, it was necessary to know the absolute 

magnitude of the protons/Mev in the response function for 

46 Mev; we normalized the response function of 46 Mev with 

following method.
As the energy of neutrons increases the average 

energy of alpha particles produced from n-C inelastic 

scatterings increases, consequently, the total light output 

from alpha particle is larger. When the light output 

is larger, the pulse shape resolution improves (Fig. 5-2,

Fig. 5-3, Fig. 5-4, Fig. 5-5) so that the structures at lower 

channels in the proton spectrum tend to diminish (Fig. 7-12). 

But the contribution of protons from the reaction C 12(n,p)B12 
remains because cur detectors are not sensitive enough to 

distinguish all protons of the reaction C 12(n,p)B12 completely 

from protons of n-p scatterings (Fig. 5-4). The effect of 

the reaction C 12(n,p)E12 has been observed by Riddle et al. 

(1974). In their experiment a 7 inch diameter by 3 inch thick 

plastic detector NE10 2 was used. Although the pulse shape 

discrimination technique was not incorporated in their system 

a very broad bump from C 12(n,p) B12 was observed. A factor 

of two is estimated for the ratio of the intensity of the 

broad bump to the plateau in their pulse height spectrum 

at a neutron energy of 45 Mev. Despite of the difference in
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sizes of detectors this is consistent with our observation 

(Fig. 7-5, Run 14). The agreement is expected because of 

the similar composition of NE213 and NE102. For 10,000 
incident neutrons with an energy of 4 6 Mev we calculated the 

proton recoil spectrum of n-p scatterings and determined the 

height of the plateau at 46 Mev. From our calibrated response 

function of the 5 inch detector at 48.5 Mev and the result 

of Riddle et al. (197 4) we learned that the intensity of 

proton spectrum in the region 23 Mev to 25 Mev is twice the 

intensity of the proton recoil spectrum from n-p scatterings 
near the proton energy equal to the energy of the incident 

neutrons. Hence, we normalized the average value of protons 

/Mev in the region 20 Mev to 2 5 Mev for the response function 

of the 2 inch detector at 4 6 Mev to be twice that of the 

intensity of the plateau at E^=4 6 Mev.
4. The response functions in the energy range 46

Mev to 10 0 Mev: In this energy range we assumed that the
proton energy distribution in a response function of the 2 
inch detector was the same as that for the 5 inch detector 

but the magnitude of protons/Mev was reduced by a factor K, 

where K is the ratio of the efficiency of the 2 inch detector 

to the efficiency of the 5 inch detector. Because both the 

2 inch detector and the 5 inch detector are made of NE213; 

incident neutrons should interact by the same reactions in 

the detectors. Since we observed that our 5 inch detector 

has a similar response function to the 7 inch diameter by 3

inch thick NE102 detector of Riddle et al. (1974) at a
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neutron energy of about 4 5 Mev. It is reasonable to expect 

that the response functions of the 2 inch detector and the 5 

inch detector at higher neutron energies have similar 

relative intensities between the plateau and the structures.
Since the threshold of the 5 inch detector is 4.41 

Mev and the threshold energy of the 2 inch detector is 1.65 

Mev, we assumed that the intensity at 1.65 Mev was zero and 

interpolated the intensity between 4.41 Mev and 1.6 5 Mev.

This does not introduce large errors because the number of 
protons p r ° d u c e d  by the neutrons with energies in the 

region around 4.41 Mev greatly exceeds the number of protons 

produced by neutrons with energies between 4 6 Mev and 10 0 Mev.

To construct a set of response functions required 

for unfolding the neutron spectrum we used the interpolation 

and extrapolation method just described to get a complete set 
of response functions from 2 Mev to 10 0 Mev for the 2 inch 

detector, and from 5 Mev to 136 Mev for the 5 inch detector. 
Also, for the 5 inch detector, from 136 Mev to 300 Mev at 

steps of 5 Mev, we calculated the theoretical proton recoil 

spectrum of n-p scattering for 10,000 neutrons, and assumed 

that it represented the response function. The method used 

to calculate this proton recoil spectrum from n-p scattering 

has been discussed in Chapter VII, and we will discuss the 

justification for this assumption.

The proton energy range covered by the 2 inch 

detector was 1.61 Mev to 29.4 Mev, and by the 5 inch detector 

was 4.41 lev to 75 Mev. Due to the poor pulse shape resolution
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of the 2 inch detector below 2 Mev, and the 5 inch detector 

below 7 Mev and above 7 5 Mev, in order to have data without 

the contamination by the recoil electrons we excluded the 

data in these energy ranges. Because of the better resolu

tion of the 2 inch detector we tried to extract the maximum 

information from it. But due to the efficiency of the 

detector, the statistics at energies greater than 20 Mev were 

poor. Hence, it was decided to deduce from it the neutron 

energy spectrum only in the energy range 2 Mev to 20 Mev.

To do so, it was necessary to have the information on the 

neutron energy spectrum above 20 Mev. Since the 5 inch 

detector covered the energy range from 4 Mev to 7 5 Mev, the 

neutron spectrum in this region might be deduced if the 
spectrum above 7 5 Mev was known. Since high energy neutrons 

are produced primarily by the knock-on collisions of primary 

cosmic rays with the constituents of atmosphere, it is rea

sonable to expect that the resulting neutron spectrum is 

closely related to the spectrum of the primary cosmic rays.

The measurements of Kanbach et al. (197 4) indicate that the 

neutron spectrum above 100 Mev can be described by a power 
law in energy with index of -1.89. For these reasons we 

assumed that beyond 100 Mev the neutron energy spectrum was 

a power law with index of -2. We assumed that the neutron 
spectrum at lower energies was a smooth power law in energy 

but that the index was a function of energy. The total 

neutron energy spectrum in the range below 100 Mev was divided 

into several segments. In the i ^ segment, the differential
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—  Y j_energy spectrum was dN/dE-A^E , where A^ is the coefficient 

of the i ^ segment, yi is the index of the power law of the

same segment. The relation between two adjacent segments is
“Yi -y i+1AiEi+l ~ Ai + iEi + i ' wtere, 1S t*le beginning energy of

the i+1 ^ segment.

From an assumed incident neutron spectrum we calcu

lated the relative intensity at each energy corresponding to 

each response function. From the relative magnitude of 

every response function and the complete set of response func

tions. the theoretical proton recoil spectrum was determined.
C  9.1The counts ISF at channel j of the theoretical spectrum was

iJca "̂ = Y n.. x (T....-T.), where T. is the energy of the i,,3 i 31 l+l 1 1  ̂ th
response function and n ^  is the protons per Mev of the i ^

response function at channel j.

This calculated spectrum was compared with the 

flight data by the Chi-square test. We calculated the

reduced Chi-square by ^obe .̂ cal̂
 2:___  y  1____J_____T-I-l . ..obe1 N.

where, T: total channels used in the test

I: total segments of the assumed spectrum
N°k0 : the observed protons at channel j.

We kept adjusting the intensity and the indices of the

assumed spectrum until we got the best reduced Chi-square value.

If we assumed different segments for the incident

neutron spectrum we could obtain another spectrum which also

gave a good fit to the observed data. By 'good fit' we mean
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that when the calculated proton recoil spectrum was plotted 

along with the observed proton recoil spectrum it fell within 

two standard deviations of the statistical uncertainty in the 

range of the observed proton recoil spectrum. From the least 

squares fit we found a set of spectra from 20 Mev to 100 Mev 

which gave good fits to the observed proton recoil spectrum 

of the 5 inch detector. Since we could deduce detailed in

formation from the 2 inch detector in the energy range 2 Mev 

to 20 Mev the spectra derived from the 5 inch detector in the 

region 20 Mev to 100 Mev were used as constraints in deducing 

the energy spectra in the energy range 2 Mev to 20 Mev from 

the 2 inch detector. We took one of the neutron spectra 

deduced from the 5 inch detector and fixed the value of the 

differential neutron flux at 20 Mev, consequently, fixing both 

the energy spectrum shape and differential fluxes in the 

energy range 20 Mev to 300 Mev. This neutron spectrum was 

used as the constraint in deducing the neutron energy spectrum 

in the energy range 2 Mev to 20 Mev from the proton recoil 

spectrum of the 2 inch detector. For every neutron spectrum 

deduced from the 5 inch detector in the energy range 20 Mev 

to 10 0 Mev we found a corresponding neutron spectrum in the 

energy range 2 Mev to 20 Mev from the 2 inch detector.

After we determined the neutron spectra between 2 Mev to 20 

Mev we then repeated the procedure, using them as the con

straints, to refine the spectra in the energy ranqe 20 Mev 

to 100 Mev for the 5 inch detector. Due to the statistics 

of the observed data, it was theoretically possible to deduce
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an infinite set of spectra if we broke the spectrum into 

different segments. Every spectrum which gave a good fit 

to the observed data should be included. We observed, 

however, that all spectra tended to fall within a common 

region. This region defines the uncertainty associated 

with this technique and, consequently, for our results.

In Fig. 10-1 and Fig. 10-2, we indicate this region by the 

error bars associated with the spectrum. The error bars 

should not be misunderstood as the uncertainties of the 

measurements at the corresponding energies. In Fig. 10-3 

we show the observed proton recoil spectrum of the 5 inch 

detector along with the calculated proton recoil spectra which 

correspond to three different assumed incident neutron spectra. 

The one marked 1calculated"best fit"1 is the proton recoil 

spectrum produced by the neutron fluxes corresponding to 

our deduced neutron leakage spectrum shown in Fig. 10-1 and 

Fig. 10-2. The one marked 'lower limit' is the proton recoil 

spectrum produced by the neutron fluxes corresponding to the 

lower limits of the error bars associated with our deduced 

neutron leakage spectrum. Also, we show the proton recoil 

spectrum produced by the neutron fluxes measured by the 

Preszler et al., (1974) for comparison.

In this procedure an assumption was made about 
the construction of the response functions of the 5 inch 

detector. For neutrons with energies greater than 13 6 Mev 

and less than 300 Mev, we considered only the proton recoil 

spectra from n-p scatterings in constructing the response



functions. We had noticed from the measured response functions 

obtained at the MSU facility that for neutrons with energies 

greater than 23.4 Mev the reaction C 12(n,p)B12 began to 

contribute a broad bump, more or less a Gaussian shape, on top 

of the proton spectrum and that its center was about 20 Mev 

below the incident neutron energy. For neutrons with energies 

greater than 136 Mev this bump would be beyond 75 Mev. And 

from the systematic changes of the calibrated response 

functions a tendency was noted that the structures in the 

proton spectrum diminished with increasing neutron energy 

except for the Gaussian bump. In the least squares test, 

the observed proton data and the theoretically calculated 
proton recoil spectra from the assumed neutron spectra 

were compared up to 7 5 Mev only. We found that unless the 

neutron spectra in the region 100 Mev to 300 Mev were drama

tically different from that assumed, the result was not 

sensitive to the contribution from this energy region. So 

this assumption would not distort our result.
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CHAPTER X

RESULTS OF THE NEUTRON MEASUREMENT

In order to compare our results with other measure

ments we normalized all results to the minimum in solar 

activity at A=42°N, and converted the measured fluxes to 

neutron leakage currents as follows.

1. Solar Cycle Correction:
Lingenfelter (1963b) made calculations on the 

variation of neutron leakage rate with respect to neutron 

energies, latitudes, and cycle of solar activity. His 

results were used for these corrections.

For fast neutrons with energies between 1 Mev and 

10 Mev the leakage rate at geomagnetic latitude 40°N during 

solar minimum (1953-1954) was calculated to be 0.112 neutron/ 

sec-cm2, and during solar maximum (1957-1958) was 0.091 

neutron/sec-cm2. The difference was 18.7%. Using the Mt. 
Washington neutron monitor counting rate as the reference 

for the cosmic ray intensity the maximum countina rate was 

100% in 1953-1954 solar minimum period while in 1957-1958 
solar maximum period the minimum counting rate was 75.7%.

On June 22, 1973, the neutron monitor counting rate was 88.8%. 

The difference of the leakage rate between June 22, 1973
1 o n <x

and solar minimum was (100%-88 .8%) x 2~4~[~3'9-' ~ 8.7%. Thus,
the neutron leakage rate on June 22, 1973 was 91.3% of the 

leakage rate at solar minimum yeilding a correction factor 

of 100%/91.3% •- 1.1 for fast neutrons. Based on the same
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argument, the correction factor for neutrons with eneroies 

greater than 10 Mev was also assumed to be 1.1.

2. Altitude Correction

To convert the observations to a neutron leakage 

rate we first extrapolated our results to the top of the 

atmosphere using the experimental results of Preszler et. al 

(1974). The ratio of the neutron flux at 0 g/cm2 to the 
neutron flux at 4 g/cm2 is 0.8 in the energy range 10 Mev 

to 100 Mev. This factor was assumed to be also valid in 

the energy ranqe 2 Mev to 10 Mev.

3. Conversion of Leakage Flux to Leakage Current:

In order to convert the neutron leakage flux to the

neutron current it is necessary to know the ancrular distribu

tion of neutrons at the top of the atmosphere. The experimen

tal data on the neutron angular distribution at this moment

are incomplete. For the relation between leakage current

and leakage flux we have:

I = / F(E ,0 ) cosO dU, where I: leakage current2tt n
F(E ,0): leakage flux

6: zenith angle.

If the neutron flux is isotropic, the ratio of I to F(E ,0)

is 0.5. According to the calculations of Merker (1972),
the ratio for 19 Mev<E <40 Mev is 0.46, for 40 Mev<E <100 Mev— n— — n—
is 0.49, and for 100 Mev<E <_4 00 Mev is 0.42. They are not 

significantly different from 0.5 which was taken as the 

correction factor.
The total correction factor was 1.1x0.8x0.5=0.44.
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The neutron leakage current spectrum measured in 
this flight normalized to solar minimum at A=42°N is shown 
in Fig. 10-1 and Fig. 10-2. The leakage current at En=2 Mev

is 0.065 ^o"oi2 neutron/cm2-sec-Mev > anc  ̂at En=1  ̂Mev ^S 
3.1xl0_3 ^7*2xl0-1+ ne'u'tron/cm2-sec-Mev* From En=2 Mev 
to En=10 Mev the spectrum can be described by a power law 
energy spectrum with an index of -1.9. From 10 Mev to 75
Mev the spectrum becomes flat. At En=50 Mev the leakage

_o +2 3xlO~ 3 9current is 7.1x10 J _i’3xio~ 3 neutron/cin -sec-Mev.
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CHAPTER XI

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION ON NEUTRON MEASUREMENTS

The theoretical calculations and the previous meas

urements of neutron energy spectra, fluxes, and leakage cur

rents have been reviewed in Chapter II and Chapter IV.

Our measurement of the neutron leakage current below 

10 Mev agrees with the general tendency of most measurements 

(Fig. 10-1, Fig. 10-2). Above 10 Mev the neutron spectrum 

becomes flat, as shown by the measurements of White et al. 

(1972) , Klumpar et al. (1973) , and the calculations of Arm

strong et al. (197 3). But, in the region 20 Mev to 50 Mev 

our results show a significant difference from the three 

fore-mentioned results by approximately a factor of three. 
There are two main reasons for the difference between the 

previous measurements and ours. First, our assumption of the 

power law spectrum with index -2 above 100 Mev may not be 

correct. If the spectrum above 100 Mev is steeper than that 

assumed, then the deduced neutron spectrum in the region 20 
Mev to 50 Mev tends to have a higher magnitude. But, the 

magnitude of the calibrated proton response function is 

decreasing with the increasing incident neutron energy; the 

number of recoil protons per Mev is becoming less as the 

neutron energy increases (except those channels under the 

Gaussian peak). Thus, in the energy region 20 Mev to 50 Mev 

the proton recoil spectrum is not sensitive to the incident 

neutrons with energies above 100 Mev unless the neutron
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spectrum beyond 10 0 Mev changes dramatically. Second, the 

difference arises because we used calibrated response functions 

directly to unfold the neutron spectrum. The total cross 

section of the neutron-carbon (n-C) scattering is well studied, 

but the cross section of individual inelastic scattering such 

as C 12(n,p)B12, C 12 (n,np)B11, C 12(n,n3a), ..., etc., is not.
Tne widely used theoretical calculations (Kurz, 1964; Stanton, 

1971) are not able to reproduce the calibrated response func

tions for neutrons with energies above 30 Mev. The main 

reason is because the energy distribution of the protons 

from the reaction C 12(n,p)B12 is not treated properly. As we 

pointed out in Chapter VII, Kurz, (1964) and Stanton, (1971) 

assumed that the proton energy distribution was a phase space 

distribution. This assumption tends to pile up the protons 

from the reaction C 12(n,p)B12 at low energies. By this 

assumption, for high energy neutron measurements, we not only 

have wrong energy distribution of protons but also underesti

mate the efficiency of the detector if the proton threshold 

energy is not set near zero. From Fig. 7-7, it is clear that 

this assumption introduces a large error in high energy 

neutron response functions.
In the measurement of Klumpar et al. (19 73) the 

same kind of 2 inch detector was used as in this flight. The 

energy range covered was from 3 Mev to 18 Mev proton energy.

The discrepancy between their results and ours comes from 

the different response functions used to unfold the spectrum.

In their unfolding process the proton recoil spectrum from
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the neutron-proton (n-p) scattering was used for the response 

function. In a neutron field, if the maximum energy of 

neutrons is about 10 Mev, then this approach is valid, because 

essentially no proton from n-C inelastic scatterings contributes 

to the observed proton recoil spectrum. But, if there are 

large fluxes of atmospheric neutrons with energies above 10 

Mev, then inelastic n-C scatterings tend to contribute 
a significant amount of protons. From our measurements, there 

are relatively large neutron fluxes in the region 20 Mev to 

10 0 Mev. Hence, we expect that protons from inelastic n-C 

scatterings contribute to the observed proton recoil spectrum.

If protons from inelastic n-C scatterings are not considered 

in the response functions used for the neutron spectrum 

unfolding process, then response functions tend to have less 

protons than they should have. Consequently, the unfolded 

neutron spectrum tends to have larger magnitude.

In the measurements of White et al. (197 2) a 

large detector with a double scattering telescope was used.

In the double scattering neutron telescope one depends upon 
the pure n-p elastic scattering in the first detector to get 

the angular information about incident neutrons. Suppose that 
the scattered neutron from the first detector is produced by 

the reaction C12(n,n3a), but the pulse shape discrimination 

technique is not used in the first detector. The question 

then arises: Is there any way to tell that this 'scattered1 

neutron is not from n-p scattering? If the pulse shape dis

crimination were used in the first detector, then how can we
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determine whether the scattered neutron is from the reaction 

C 12 (n,np)B11 or n-p scattering? Kinimatical arguments were 
used in the Heidbreder experiment (1970). This, however, 

necessitates analyzing each event. If these protons are not 

properly considered, it tends to underestimate the efficiency 

of the neutron telescope (Appendix A); hence, overestimate 

the neutron flux.
The neutron spectrum measured in this flight reveals 

none of the structures predicted by Wilson et al. (1969).
This does not exclude the possibility of the existence of 

these structures. From this measurement, and other previous 

measurements with recoil proton detectors , the neutron spec

trum between 1 Mev to 10 Mev is falling as a power law. Below 

10 Mev, the protons from n-p scatterings distribute uniformly 

from zero to the energy of incident neutrons. As a consequence, 

the structures in the neutron spectrum are smoothed out in 
the proton recoil spectrum. Furthermore, the technique we 

used in the neutron spectrum unfolding can only yield the 

gross curve of the neutron spectrum; the fine structures are 

difficult to deduce.
Since 1958, after the discovery of Van Allen belts, 

many neutron measurements have been carried out. But, for 
most, the energy range was limited to less than 10 Mev. From 

these measurements in the energy region 1 Mev to 10 Mev the 

cosmic ray albedo neutron has been found to be insufficient 

to explain the flux of protons trapped in the radiation belts 

in the same energy range. At neutron energies above 10 Mev
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Hess and Killeen (.1966) evaluated the strengths of the cosmic 

ray albedo neutron decay and the solar proton albedo neutron 

decay mechanisms. They used the calculated neutron energy 

spectrum, produced by solar protons, of Lingenfelter et al. 

(1964), and found that the solar proton albedo neutron decay 

is not a major source for the trapped protons. For the cosmic 

ray albedo neutron decay mechanism, the flux was assumed to 

be 3x10 5 neutrons/sec-cm2-Mev at a neutron energy of 50 Mev; 

taken from the neutron spectrum of Lingenfelter (1963b).

The results revealed that in order to explain the trapped 

protons by this mechanism the neutron source strength should 

be increased by at least a factor of 20. Dragt et al. (1966) 

used the neutron spectrum from the calculations of Lingenfelter 

(1963b) and concluded that the trapped protons with energies 

greater than 20 Mev could be explained by the cosmic ray 

albedo neutron decay injection only if the ratio of the albedo 

neutron fluxes to the known mean atmospheric densities 
encountered by the trapped protons were a factor of 50 greater.

Recent measurements of White et al. (1972), Klumpar 

et al. (1973), and Kanbach et al. (1974) in the energy 

region 2 0 Mev to 2 50 Mev have reopened the source strength 

question because they show that the neutron energy spectrum 

predicted by Lingenfelter (1963b) is inadequate for neutron 

energies above 10 Mev. Furthermore, the agreement between 

the measurements and the Monte Carlo calculations of Armstrong 

et al. (1973) and of Merker (1972) using the known cosmic ray 

spectrum is good. Claflin et al. (1973) have shown that the
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mechanism of cosmic ray albedo neutron decay can supply the 
protons with energies above 30 Mev in the inner radiation 
belt, if the neutron fluxes measured by White et al. (1972) 
are used. But, for L >1.7, the neutron fluxes from the 
measurements of White et al. (197 2) tend to give the number 
of trapped protons a factor of 5-11 too high in the energy 
range 40 Mev to 100 Mev (White, 1973). Our results support 
the cosmic ray albedo neutron decay theory and provide new 
information on the neutron source strength needed for the 
detailed evaluation of the cosmic ray neutron albedo decay 
theory.
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APPENDIX A

DOUBLE SCATTERING TECHNIQUE FOR DIRECTIONAL DETECTORS

For a single omnidirectional detector we do not 

have information about the angular distribution of gamma 

rays and neutrons. To test the cosmic ray neutron albedo 

decay theory we need to know the magnitude of the neutron 

leakage current rather than leakage flux. In order to 

convert the leakage flux into leakage current the angular 

distribution of the neutrons on the top of the atmosphere 

has to be known. For cosmic gamma rays, it is essential 

to have the directional information, so the cosmic gamma 

ray sources can be identified.
In the following sections we discuss the telescope 

system consists of two detectors and a time of flight system 

incorporated between them. If a neutron or a gamma ray 

has a scattering in the first detector and a second 

scattering in the second detector then we are able to 

measure the anergy and the direction of the incoming 

particle.
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A .1 Compton Telescope for the Measurements of Directional 

fluxes and Energy Spectra of Gamma Rays

In the Compton scattering process (Fig. A-l) if the 

energy of the electron E  ̂ and the energy of the scattered 

y-ray E^ ̂ are measured, we can calculate the energy of the in

cident y-ray E by E =E ^+E Morever, sinceJ y Y e y

E /E .-1
0"=cos (1- — -̂------- ) (Hubbell, 1969)

E /m c2 'Y 0

we can also determine from E and E the angle between theY Y
incident y-ray and the scattered y-ray. But, in the coordinate 

system with the z-axis along the reverse direction of the scat

tered y-ray, the azimuthal angle of the incident y-ray is in

determinate if we do not determine the azimuthal angle of recoil 

electron. So the incident y-ray will be on a cone with half 

angle 0".
Assuming that the distribution of y-rays at balloon 

altitudes is symmetrical with respect to the zenith, we may put 

two detectors, one above the other, with the central line of 

the two detectors pointing toward zenith. The first detector 

will be used to determine the energy of the recoil electron and 

the second detector to measure the scattered y-ray. In this 

scheme we assume that all the energy of the scattered y-ray is 
deposited in the second detector, which is valid only if the 

scattered y-ray stops in the second detector and the secondary 
electrons or positrons produced by this y-ray do not
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escape the detector. This assumption is a reasonable 

approximation because the differential cross section of Compton 

scattering is:

da TI y 2 2f" k 2 (---- — ----)
° / 1 , n  1 2 1 l +  2 K - 2 K f '  = ---- 11+11— — —---- J +----------------- } />'■

dE kE l + 2 K - 2 K f "  . 2 fe y 1+K-------
cmz/i:lev

l+2K-2Kf" (Johns, 1952)

0where, f'~ —----  , E is the maximum enercry of the electron-E ' emaxemax
E

K = ---1
m c20

Y  = radius of the electron0
and there is a sharp peak at Eemax* ( Eig.A-1, Fig.
A-2 and Fig.A-3). Thus, in Compton scattering the probability 

for the recoil electron energy to have about the energy of the 

Y-ray is very high.
A 1.1 Efficiency Of The Compton Telescope

To calculate the efficiency of the Compton telescope 

we must take into account the following factors:
A) Upper Detector

1. Attenuation of Y~ray flux by the charged particle 
shield (ACD);

2. The probability for a Compton scattering to occur with 
the scattered Y~ray going into the solid angle AQ subtended
by the second detector;

3. The recoil electron energy is above the threshold 
energy of the detector.
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B) Lower Detector
4. Attenuation of the scattered y-ray by the ACD;

5. The probability of y-ray to produce electrons (and 

positrons) with the total energy of recoil electrons above 
the threshold energy of the detector.

In this calculation we do not include the self gating effect.

Based on these considerations, we have the relation: 

e(Ey ,0)=F1 .F2.F3 *F4*F5

where e(E ,0), the efficiency of the system, is a function of

the angle and energy of the incident y-ray. and

Fj- are defined as follows:

F^: attenuation of ACD

d d
F =expl- A- 1 (E )1

pi y c: y

F^: Probability that a Compton scattering occurs in the

first detector with the scattered y-ray going into the solid
angle subtended by the second detector.

, 1 1 do (E ,0)1 _ , 1 | 1 i Y
a nrr a (e ) a ceVf 2=UE_j:------ j---- u-e P * c  ̂ ] — an---  S!1

fry + h'V T7177^ e c y

F^: A step function which requires that the recoil electron 

in the first detector be greater than the threshold.

F_=H(E -E , )3 e 2 th i
F^: Attenuation by the ACD for scattered y-ray which passes 

from the first to the second detector.
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F4= exp I-
d +d d +d

l  2 __ .... 1 2
A (E J  A (E ,)Pi Y cl Y

Fj- : The probability for the scattered y-ray to oroduce an 

observable event in the second detector.

1
1 1 A (E ,)

F 1-exp [-r T |..v - - n A T ],  j---  •
p Y c Y x~re T h r ■ ce 'j-P Y C y

V A ( E  )
•P(E >E , — /tt .h-a— rF *H(E .-2m c 2-E, , )]e 2 th2 1/A (Ey .)+1/AC (E^.) y o th2

where,

d : Thickness of anticharged particle dome for first detector1
d : Thickness of anticharged particle dome for second detector
2

1 : Effective length of first detector1
1 : Effective lenath of second detector
2

E, , : Threshold energy of the first detectorthj
E , : Threshold energy of the second detector^ 2
H(E-E'): Step function H(E-E')=1 E^E1

=0 E<E1

E : Energy of recoil electron in the first detector ̂1
E : Energy of recoil electron in the second detector e 2
E^ : Energy of the incident Y-ray

E . :  Energy of the scattered Y ~ r a y  which goes into second
detector

0 : Incident angle of Y-ra.y with respect to the central

line connecting the centers of two detectors
P (E >E , ) : Pr obability that E >E,Ue2 th2 e2 th2
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Aft: Solid angle subtended by the second detector 

ICNda (E , 0 ) da'
— cTcT  = ~diT~: ^erential cross section of Compton scattering

^Pi: Mean free path of pair production of y-ray in the ACD

A : Mean free path of Compton scatterina of y-ray in the ACDc i ‘ "
Yp : iv̂ean free path of pair production of y-ray in the detector
A : Mean free path of Compton scattering of y-ray in the detector

A ,A ,A and A are derived in the following (Hubbell, 1969).P l c i p c

KN __ 2 /l+K r2 (l+x) In (1+2k ) . In (1+2k ) 1+3k i 2 / -i a.a = 2 n y ---[—  ---------  -] +-1---  }cm ̂ /electron
0 k 2 1 + 2  k k 2 k  ( 1 + 2  k ) 2

daKW 2c Yo n, /i n ±  2q_i_k 2 (l-cos0) 2, cm2/electron=_a_U « ( l . CoS0 )} [l+cos 0+-—  —----- - ] ---stera+an
1+K(1-COS0)

BH Z2y 228 218 2 7 2
Kn =~T3 7 {~9 ln(2K)— (7 } 2[61n(2K)“ 2 + 3ln3(2K)“ ln2 (2K)

n2 ii 2 2 3 1
ln(2K)+2? [Tgln(2K)+g]

2 29 77
" ^ 6 [9 x 256 ln(2K)~ 27 x 512 + ’*‘  ̂} for Ey- 2Mev

Z2y 2 211 k -2 p 23 11 29
=“I37---- 3-(” F-)3ll+2 +J0p2 +60p3 +~9T0^ + " * ] for Ey- 2Mev

where,
IT; C  2
0

S(3)=Z -i— -1.2020569
n-1 n 3

2 k - 4P:
2 + k + 2 / T K

KN : total cross section of Compton scattering from 

the Klein-Mishina formula
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BH : cross section of pair production (Born,unscreened) 

Z : atomic number 

The cross section of pair production due to both nuclei and 

electrons is
KBH

kbh = 2 (z+n) (-£-) 
z z2

3+TT7where, n = — ^ —  In(J)- 0 .00635 In3 (J)

For the NE213 detector,

j  = nnK®H (hydrogen) + ncI<BH (carbon)
P

= 1.213 n^K^ 1 (hydroqen) + n ^ K ^  (carbon)

if we let KBH=Z2M, then, n
3+i 1137 k o k]̂ _ = 1.213 x 1 x (1+— lnj - 0.00635 ln3|) M nc +

P 3+_l_
+ 6 x (6+— lnj - 0.00635 ln3|) M nc

= (2.434 lnj - 0.045 ln3̂ - + 37.21) M nc

Similarly, for NF.10 2,

1 -(2.397 ln£ - 0.045 ln3-̂- + 37.21) M n.x 0.1*2  a.** 2 ^,.0.0., n c .
Pi

The mean free path of Compton scattering is calculated by

= n oKU for NE213 and ^---  = n „ aKN for NF.102A e c A e c
C  C j

where,
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n„ = 4.76
i .1

X 10 2 2 hydrogen/cc (hydrogen density of NE213)

n^ = 3.93 X 1022 carbon/cc (carbon density of NE213)

nfr= 5.04 X 10 2 2 hydrogen/cc (hydrogen density of LJE10 2)

n c -  4 '57 X 1022 carbon/cc (carbon density of NE102)

n = 2.03 e X 1023 electron/cc (electron density of NE213)

n _ = 3.28e X 1 0 23 electron/cc (electron density of NE102)

The efficiency turns out to be a strong function of 

the energy and the incident angle of the y-rays (Fia.A-5) .

There are two cutoff anales. The minimum cutoff angle is due 

to the threshold eneray of the first detector. Too small an 

incident angle will produce an electron with an energy below 

the threshold energy in the first detector. The maximum 

cutoff angle is due to the threshold of the second detector 
which arises because for large incident anales the scattered 

Y-rays have small energies. If the energy of the scattered 
y-ray is too small to trigger the detector, it is simply missed. 

Since the efficiency at large incident angles is always much 

smaller than at small angles, the threshold of first detector 

must be kept low to increase the efficiency of the system. 

However, the counting rate increases rapidly with the lowered 

threshold and hence the number of random coincidence may 

become a significant factor. From the efficiency curves, we 

observe that the efficiency decreases very rapidly with increas

ing zenith angle. At small incident angles the recoil electron 

has too small an energy for the escape factor in the first 

detector to be significant. Furthermore, the efficiency
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decreases rapidly with increasing energy. For our system 

the effective energy range is about 2 Mev - 20 Mev, but the 

escape effect is only important at highest energies in this 
range. For the 5 inch detector the maximum energy deposit 

for an electron is about 30 Mev, hence the self-gating from 

escaping electrons or positrons is important only for electrons 
above 30 Mev.

A.1.2 Intrinsic Uncertainty Of Compton Telescope
From the pulse height information in each detector

we determine E and E (Fiq.A-1) and then calculate the energye i e 2
and the angle of the incident Y~ray from

E = E „ + E -■ E + E Uh-l-l) „Y y e, e ? e 1 E + E' ' 1 z 1 e i e 2 -j
E /E — 1 E

0 =cos_1 (1- — ------------------- ) - cos 1 (1- —    ) (A-l-2)
E /m c2 ei "e2y 0

m c^o
This treatment does not consider the uncertainty in the electorn 

enerov determination. It also nealects the fact that Ee2

can be produced by all Y-rays with energy greater than about 
m c2

E^2+ — ^2  ’ h-G and Fig. A-7 , every
line corresponds to a particular Y~ray whose true incident

angle and energy are indicated by the beninning point at left 

hand side. When we make a particular measurement, every point 

along the line is a possible result. Suppose the energy un

certainties in E and E are ±AE and ±AE respectively.e i e 2 e j e 2
We are then able to determine the four angle-energv points 

(A,R,C, and D) as shown in Fig.A-8 . Let us define the region
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confined by the four angle-energy points to be the experi

mental error region (EER). Any solid line passes through the EER

will be a candidate for the real energy and angle of the incident

y-ray. These lines will constitute a band. Let us define

this band to be the accepted zone, as shown in Fin.A-3 by

dashed lines.

It is shown in Fig.a -2 ,A—3 ,and A--4 that an electron spec 
trum of Compton scattering has a sharp peak toward the maximum 
recoil electron energy. From this property we can find the 

relative probability of every energy-angle point in Fig.A-9.

As we have learned every point inside the 

accepted zone is a possible answer but from the property 

shown in Fig.A-9, we find that the probability for these 

possible values is increasing very rapidly toward the value 

we calculate from equations (A-l-1) and (A-l-2). To evaluate 

this kind of intrinsic ambiguity we may use the following con

vention. Since the largest uncertainty arises from the de

termination of E  ̂ it is reasonable to say that in most
e 2

cases, E is produced by one of these y-rays with energy e 2
between E and E , where E is the energy of y-ray whichY 1 Y 2 Y 1
produces an electron having maximum energy E . E is thee 2 Y 2
y-ray which produces an electron with 50% probability to
have energy above E . By this convention, we are able to

e 2
determine the uncertainty of angle and energy which includes 

EER and the intrinsic ambiguity.

For example: if we measure E = 1  Mev + 0.2 MevS!
E = 3  Mev + 0.3 Mev
e 2
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then, what is the energy and the angle of the incident y-ray

The EER will be determined by the following four points,

Eel Ee  2 EY e

Mev Mev Mev 0

A. 1.2 3.3 4 . 5 16. 5
B. 1.2 2.7 3.9 19.7

C. 0 . 8 3.3 4.1 14.1

D. 0.8 2.7 3.5 16.9

The angles and energies of E^ corresponding to points A, B,

C and D are :

Ee l Ee 2 EY 2 9

Mev Mev Mev 0

A ". 1.2 3.3 5.9 12.2

B'. 1.2 2.7 5.1 14.2

C'. 0 . 8 3.3 5.5 10.3

D'. 0 . 8 2.7 4.7 12.0

These eight points are shown in Fig.A-8 and the uncertainty
in angle and energy is the area surrounded by A'C'D"CDBAB"A"

From the calculation of E we also get a set of four points

These four points are inside the area we just described, so

that 'we do not have to show them because the upper and the

lower bounds of the uncertainty are already determined.
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THE COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE EFFICIENCY OF THE

COMPTON TELESCOPE

This program gives the relation among the energy of 

y-ray, incident angle and the efficiency of the Compton tele
scope. The program is written in BASIC language for IBM 360 
Call OS system.
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A. 2 Neutron Telescope

In omnidirectional detectors we do not measure the 

direction of either the recoil proton or scattered neutron, 

so that we do not know the direction of the incident neutron.

In order to determine the direction of the incident neutron 

we can use two detectors spatially separated to measure the energy 
of recoil proton, and the energy and direction of the scat

tered neutron. From the kinematic relations both the energy 

and direction of incident neutron can be obtained.

Suppose that one neutron detector is placed above the 
other (Fig.A-1 ), and a neutron enters the first detector col

liding with a proton so that the scattered neutron enters the

second detector where it scatters a second time. If we measure 

the energy of the proton, E i-n the first detector and time 
the flight of the scattered neutron n" between two detectors, 

we can determine the direction of incidence of the incoming 

neutron as well as the energy. We note that the time of flight 

is related to the energy of scattered neutron n' by 

1 S 2E .= =- M (-1=— ) in the non-relativistic limit, where S is then 2 n T
distance between two detectors, T is the time of flight.

The energy of the incident neutron is

E = E . + E . n p n
1 S 2= E , + i M (-|_) p 2 n T

Since,

C .= E p n

3 ,= E n n

E E sin2 9

E ,= E cos20
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so, 9 = tan 1 /~E T7e ~' p ' n '

A.2.1 Efficiency Of The Neutron Telescope

The procedure to determine the efficiency of the 

neutron telescope is the same for neutrons as for y-rays in 

the double Compton telescope mode. For a neutron beam with 

energy E^ and an incident angle 0 , the efficiency of the system is 

E (En ,e) - G1 "G2 * G3"G4 * G5
The six factors are defined as follows:

is the attenuation of the incident neutron flux by the

ACD.

Gi = exp[ - - ^ T e T )  1

G2 is the probability for a neutron-proton scattering to 

occur in the first detector with the scattered neutron going 

into the solid angle subtended by the second detector.

1
Ah (E) 1 1

G2 - — r - g ---- 3-  {1 - 1 r m b -  " 1 1 •

W  W
da (E ,0') n '

4 5 -----  SSI

is a step function which requires that the recoil 

proton in the first detector be greater than the threshold 
energy.

G 0 = H (E - E .. )3 p! pth i

G^ is the attenuation by the charged particle shields
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when the scattered neutron passes from the first detector to

the second detector.
d + d d + d

G4 = exp l-j1 f ^  _ X
n i n Lj n

G<- is the probability for the scattered neutron n" to 

produce an observable event in the second detector.

G5 = (1 - exp [- - ~ T| -,-j-------------- 1 > — 1---- ;----1------  •
V ^ V T  + ^ T V T

' ‘ 91 + | gi o t t v T  1

The factor G,- is very complicated and involved. Above 13.6

Mev protons can be produced through reactions C 1 2(n,p)B12 ,

C 1 2 (n,np)B11 ••• ,etc. Furthermore the threshold energy of the

second detector E is not set at zero. In order to evaluatepth2
G,- accurately, it is necessary to know the proton energy 

distributions in these reactions. Otherwise, we are not 

certain what fraction of the protons is below the threshold. 

Also, in the second detector we do not restrict the observa

tion of events which are only identified as protons. We may 
include those events in which alpha particles and deuterons 

are produced by the scattered neutron from the first detector.

If include this then Gc will be modified to beb

1 1  1 
G 5 = {1 - exp [- , (Jf) i  ) 1 1 I ■ I

yy» w
• 1 + i  g i  m  >
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where,

d : Thickness of ACD for first detector1
d : Thickness of ACD for second detector
2

1 : Effective length of first detector1
1 : Effective length of second detector
2

Att (E )=-----i-r-p;— r—  : The mean free path of neutron-protonH n n„atI(E ) 1 ^H H n
scattering in the detector for a neutron 
with energy En

\n (E )= -^r=— r—  : The mean free path of neutron-carbon
C C' n'

scattering in the detector for a neutron 
with energy E

XTT (E )=--------    : The mean free path of neutron-proton
H l n n a tv \H " H n' scattering m  ACD for a neutron with 

energy En
Xr (E )=---- -— — r : The mean free path of neutron-carbon

1 n nC'aC' n'
scattering in ACD for a neutron with 
energy En

Afi: Solid angle subtended by the second detector

aT_: The total cross section of neutron-proton scattering for
n.

a neutron with energy E^ 

o The total cross section of neutron-carbon scattering for 
a neutron with energy E 

nTT: The hydrogen density of detectors 

n^: The carbon density of detectors 

n ^:The hydrogen density of ACD 
n^^:The carbon density of ACD

H(E -E ,, ): A step function =1 E >EPl pth j  * P j -  pthi
-0 E <E _Pi Pth!
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do (E ,0')n—   . The differential cross section of neutron-proton

scattering with incident neutron having energy

and the scattering angle 6 " in Lab. system

Ep : Energy of the recoil proton in the first detector

E , : The threshold energy of the first detectorptn i
E , , : The threshold energy of the second detector

g^ : The probability that in neutron-proton scattering

the recoil proton produces an observable event in 

the second detector 

g^ : The probability that in î j type neutron-carbon inter

action a proton is produced with energy >_ E +.,ir 2
Xi : The mean free path of i ^  type neutron-carbon inter

action in which a proton is produced
h_. : The probability that in type neutron-carbon inter

action a charged particle or particles instead of a 

proton are produced with energy losses that can 

trigger the second detector 
Xj : The mean free path of type neutron-carbon inter

action in which charged particles rather than proton

are produced
For neutrons with energies below 15 Mev the neutron- 

proton scattering dominates so may be approximated to be

G5?u-exP[- xr[eJtt ~ vrnrrr11 i 7 1 [gi ahie ,>1

Now g^ may be calculated in the following way.

The proton energy distribution can be described as
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dNp 1 + b cos 2 0
dE . bP 1 + 3

where, b=2 (En/90)2
6 is the neutron scattering angle in the CM system

K is a constant [ChapterVII, (7-2)]
The scattering angle corresponding to E ^ ^  Is

0 =2 sin-1 / E . , /E i Pth2 n
and the scattering angle corresponding to E ^ E ^  is n.

Tne number of protons with energies between E ^ ^  and En is

En dN
M, =/ ■,/- dEAE dE pE Ppth 2

n dd
= / ■,"pP- d (E sin2T )E dE n 2

Pth 2 P
■rr 1 + b cos2e

= /e K - — - 5 ----  En Sine dj
1 1 + 3

The total number of protons with energies between 0 and En is

la r71 V 1 +  b C O S 2 0 „  ■ Q J0
total 0 K - — - E ------- n Sln0 d 2

M 3
so that g =—rn-----

1 total
(1+b cos20) sin0 d0 

- _ i l _________________________________________TT
/ (1+b cos20 ) sin0 d0
0

(COS0 +l)+^-(cos30 +1)1 -5 1

2+ § b
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Using this approximation, the efficiency from this calculation 

of the neutron double scattering telescope is shown in Fig.A-10. 

The program to calculate the relations among energy of the 

neutron, incident angle and the efficiency of the system is 

in the following page.It is very interesting to observe in Fig. 

A-10 that the efficiency curves show the same kind of

characteristics as for the gamma ray Compton telescope.

There are two cutoff angles. The lower cutoff angle is due 

to the threshold of the first detector and the higher cutoff 

angle is due to the threshold of the second detector. The 

efficiency peaks at small angles for low neutron energies and 

peaks toward the larger angles at higher neutron energies.

This occurs because the detection efficiency for the second 
detector is related to the energy of the scattered neutron.

For a high energy incident neutron at a small incident angle 9'

according to E ^=E cos26 ',the scattered neutron has almost the ̂ n n
same energy as the incident neutron. The probability of 

detection in the second detector is relatively small compared 

with detecting a lower energy scattered neutron produced by 

same high energy neutron incident at a large angle in the 

first detector.
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THE COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE EFFICIENCY OF THE

NEUTRON TELESCOPE

This program gives the relation among the

neutron energy, incident angle and the efficiency of the neutron

telescope. The program is written in BASIC language for IBM
360 Call OS system.

3 2 0  DIM E( 5 0 ) ,  S( 5 0 )
33 0  REM T H I S  I S  TO CALCULATE THE E F F I C I E N C Y  OF NEUTRON TELESCOPE  
340 REM N E 2 1 3  D E N S IT Y  OF HYDROGEN N 5 ,  CARBON N 6  
350 REM N E l  02  D E N S IT Y  OF HYDROGEN M 3 ,  CARBON, N 4  
360 N 5= 4 .  7 6 E -  2
37 0 N 6= 3 .  9 3 E -  2
38 0 N 3= 5.  0 4 E - 2
39 0 N 4= 4.  57 E -  2
4 0 0  REM THIC KNESS 0D THE AC DOME D1 IN  CM 
41 0 D l = 1 . 5 8 8
4 2 0  REM LENGTH 0D 2 "  L I ,  5 "  L 2  
4 3 0  L 1 = 4.  6 4 8  
440  L 2 =  1 2.  26 8
450  REM THE THRESHOLD OF 2 "  H i ,  5 ” H2
46 0 H 1 = 1. 6 5
47 0 H 2 = 4 .  4 2
4 8 0  REM TO READ IN  THE CROSS SECTION OF M -C  IN P A I R  OF EN,  SIGMA  
4 9 0  FOR 1 = 2 TO 23  
500  READ EC I ) ,  S( I  )
5 1 0  NEXT I
5 2 0  DATA . 1, 4 .  5 ,  1, 2 .  6 ,  1. 2 6 ,  2 .  3 ,  1 • 5 9 ,  2 .  0 3 ,  2 ,  1 . 7 3 ,
525 DATA 2 .  5 1 ,  1. 5 6 ,  3 .  16 ,  1 . 9 ,  3 . 9 8 , 2
53 0  DATA 5.  0 1 ,  1. 2 5 ,  6 .  3 1 ,  1. 0 5 , 7 . 9 4 ,  1. 0 9 ,  10,  1. 1 5 , 1 2 .  6 ,  1. 28
535 DATA 15.  9 ,  1. 4 3 ,  2 0 , 1 .  45
54 0 DATA 2 5 .  1, 1. 4 ,  3 1 .  6 ,  1. 2 3 ,  3 9 .  S ,  1. 0 5 ,  5 0 .  1, .  8 8 ,  6 3 .  1, .  7 2  
545 DATA 7 9 .  4 ,  .  5 8 ,  1 0 0 ,  . 47
55 0  P R IN T  "WHAT I S  THE ENERGY OF THE NEUTRON?"
560 I N P U T  El
565  B 9 = 2 * (  E l / 9 0 )  t 2
57 0 REM. TO CALCULATE THE CROSS SECTION OF N - P ,  T1
58 0 C= E l
59 0 GO SUB 1 0 1 0
60 0  REM TO CALCULATE THE CROSS SECTION OF M - C ,  T2  
610 GO SUB 107 0
6 2 0  REM TO CALCULATE THE ATTENUATION EFFECT OF THE DOME
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6 3 0  G1 = E X P C - D 1 * C N 3 * T 1 + N 4 * T 2 )  )
6 4 0  REM TO CALCULATE THE E F F I C I E N C Y  OF THE 1ST DET CTOR, G2  
6 5 0  REM THE R A TIO  OF D IF F E R E N T IA L  CROSS SECTION TO TOTAL CROSS 
6 6 0  REM SECTION IN  N - P  I S  F I
66 5  P R IN T  "NEUTRON ENERGY'S "ZEN I  TH ANGLE'S " E F F I  C IE N C Y "
666 P R IN T  "M EV’S "DEGREE 'S "PER CENT”
670  FOR A 1 = 0 TO 9 0
680  A = A 1 * 3 .  1 4 1 6 / 1 8 0
69 0 REM THE ENERGY OF PROTON I S  E 3 ,  NEUTRON E2
7 0 0  E 2=E 1*C  COS(A)  ) t  2
7 1 0  E3= E 1 - E2
7 2 0  I F  E3<H 1 THEN 9 4 0
7 3 0  I F  E 2 < H 2 THEN 9 4 0
7 4 0  F I  = (  1 / 4 / 3 .  1 4 1 6 ) *  < ( 1 + B9*< CO SC 2 *  A) ) t 2 )  /C 1 + B 9 / 3 )  ) *  4 *  COS( A)
7 5 0  REM THE S O L ID  ANGLE SUBTEND BY 2ND DETECTOR I S  . . 0 7 6
7 6 0  G 2=N 5 *  T 1 /  (N 5 * T 1+N 6 *  T 2 ) *  C 1- E X P ( - L  1* (N 5 *  T 1+N 6 *  T 2 )  ) ) *  F 1 * .  07 6
77 0 REM ATTENUATION OF THE SCATTERED NEUTRON BY AC DOME
7 8 0  REM TO GET THE NEW CROSS SECTION OF N - P  AND N - C
79 0 C=E2
8 0 0  GO SUB 1 0 1 0
3 1 0  GO SUB 107 0
8 2 0  G 4= EXPC -  2 *  D 1 *  CM 3 *  T 1+N 4 *  T 2 )  )
8 3 0  REM TO CALCULATE THE PROB. FOR THE SCATTERED NEUTRON TO HAVE  
8 4 0  REM AN EVENT OR IN  OTHER WORDS I N  N - P  SCATTERING P HAS ENERGY 
8 5 0  REM GREATER THAN THRESHOLD  
8 6 0  A 2 = 2 *  ASN ( H 2 / E 2 )
87 0 F2= C CO SC A 2 )  + 1 + B 1 / 3 *  C C COSC A2> > '  3+ 1 ) > /C 2 + 2 / 3 * B l )
88 0 G 5= C 1 - E X P ( - L 2 * ( N 5 * T 1 + N 6 * T 2 > )  ) *  F 2 * N 5 *  T 1 /  <N 5 *  T1 + N 6 *  T 2 )
8 9 0  G6=G 1 * G 2 * G 4 * G 5 *  1 00
9 0 0  P R I N T  E 1 , A 1 , G 6  
9 4 0  N E X T  A 1 
1000  GO TO 5 5 0
1010  REM TO CALCULATE TOTAL CROSS SECTION OF N - P  
1020 B 1 = 2 * ( C / 9  0)  t 2
1030  C 1 = 3 *  3 .  1 4 1 6 *  ( 1. 2 0 6 *  C+ C -  1. 8 6 + .  09 4 15*  C + . 0 001 3 0 6 *  Ct 2 )  » 2 )  » < -  1)
1040  J_l.= 3.  1 4 1 6 *  C 1. 2 0 6 * C + ( .  4 2 2 3 + .  1 3 * C ) ♦ 2 )  t ( -  1 )
1050 T 1 = J 1 + C1

i  0 6 0  RETURN 
.107 0 1 = 2
1080  I F  C< E(  I  ) THEN 1 150  
10 9 0  I F  C> EC 2 3 )  THEM 1 1 5 0  
1100  I F  C> ECI  ) THEN 1 1 30
1110  T2= SCI  -  1)  + C C - E C I - 1 ) ) / C E C I ) - E C I - 1 ) ) * C S C I ) - S C I - 1 ) )
1120 GO TO 117 0 
1130 1 = 1 + 1
11 40  GO TO 1 1 00  
1150  T2= 0
1 1 6 0  P R I N T  "CROSS SECTION OF N - C  I S  ZERO., C H E C K '"
117 0 RETURN 
1180 END
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APPENDIX Bl

THE MONTE CARLO CALCULATION OF THE RESPONSE FUNCTIONS FOR 

NE213 AS A GAMMA RAY DETECTOR

In our detectors pulse shape discrimination is 

incorporated so that electrons produced by gamma rays are 

separated from protons and alpha particles produced by neutrons. 

Thus, from the flight matrix (Fig. 5-2, Fig. 5-3), the elec

tron energy loss spectrum can be extracted. Since this elec

tron energy loss sepctrum is related to the incident gamma 

ray spectrum, it can be used to unfold the incident gamma ray 

spectrum. To unfold the gamma ray spectrum we have to know 

the response function of the detector. In the following 

calculation we use the Monte Carlo technique to treat the 
transport problem of gamma rays in the detector NE213. The 

calculation includes the multiple scattering effect of a 

gamma ray, the escape effect and self-gating effect of elec

trons and positrons. Also the energy loss by the ionization 

of the electron or the positron has been treated by the Landau 

fluctuations.

Bl.. THE MONTE CARLO CALCULATION FOR DETERMINING 

GAMMA RAY RESPONSE FUNCTIONS

In this calculation we consider only Compton scatter

ing and pair production because the energy range in which 

we are interested is greater than 1 i'lev. At 1 Mev the mean
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free path A for the photoelectric effect is about 106 cm

whereas A is 16.7 cm for Compton scatterina. Obviously

for our calculations the photoelectric effect is negligible.
We trace the gamma ray by the following steps:

1. For a gamma ray with energy E we choose the in-Y
cident direction and the position at which the gamma ray 
enters the detector. There are two choices:

a) We can specify the direction and position, or;

b) We can simulate random incidence by determin
ing whether the gamma ray entered the detector from the top 

surface or the side. We do this by comparing Al/Ari with Z,

a random number between 0 and 1; if Z>A1/An. then the gamma 

ray entered from the side, otherwise it entered through the 

top surface (Al and A2 are defined in Fig.Bl ; AT=A1+A2).

a. Top Surface Case 

The azimuthal angle of position vector y is determin

ed by (j) = 2 • 3 .1416 • Z . The x, y and z coordinates are determined

by: x =R'cosd), y =R"sin<j>, z =0, where R"=R/z" and R: radius of
0 0 0

the detector (Appendix LI). The direction cosines are then,

cose = 1-2-Z x
cos0 = ± Az [1-cos2e ] y x
cose = /1-COS2e -cos2 ez y x
0 , 0 and 0 are the angles between the incident aamma ray x y z  ̂ '
and coordinates x, y and z respectively. The sign of cose^ 

is determined by picking Z and comparing it with 0.5. If Z>0.5

M't In a step when a random number Z is needed a new random 
number is supplied.
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then we take , otherwise

b. Side Surface Case

The positions are: x =R, y =0, z =L*Z where L is
0 0 0

the length of the detector.

The direction cosines for the range of angles given

by 90° <_ 0 < 180° 
X  —

V 
I

OO 0 < 180° y -

v 
|

oo 0 < 180° z —
are COS 0Y = c o s (n •s )

COS0 z = v/z • (1-cos z 0 )y
COS0

X
= -/l-cos^0 -cos^0y z

We make C O S 0 z ■>0 because for symmetry cosO^ corresponds to

c o s (n - 0
7) ’
2. To locate the event:

We calculate the mean free path A and pick Z , then 

we assign d=-Aln(Z) as the distance between the point when 

y-ray entered and the place where the event occurs. The 

derivation of this relation is in Appendix B2.
3. Does the event occur inside or outside the detector? 

The position of the event will be 

x = d-cos6 + xx o
y = d*cos0 + y Y o
z - d-cos0 + z z 0

If the conditions |x|<R, |y | <_R and | z | <_R are satisfied simul

taneously, then this event occurred inside the detector.

If not, this event is lost, and we go back to step (1) to pick 

a new y-ray.
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4. Was the resulting electron in the event produced
by Compton scattering or pair production? If (1/Ap)/

(l/Ap-tl/Ap) >Z then we have Compton scattering, otherwise the 
electron resulted from pair production.

5. If Compton scattering occurred, then we determine 

the direction and energy of the scattered Y~ray as follows: 

First, the energy and direction of the recoil electron are 

determined. Thus the energy deposited is found. The possi

bility of escape is included. We find the energy of the 

recoil electron from the probability distribution of the 
recoil electron: (Johns, 1952)

dS (E ) nY 2e  o
~3e" kEe y

= 0

{1+[1- 2f
1 + 2 k — 2 < f '

- ]  +

K 2 [ 2f
l+2K-2Kf r ]

1 +  K- 2f
l+2K-2Kf

} E < Ee— emax

E > E e emax
and the normalized integrated probability 

E
e  ^ bE

S(Ee) =
/ e dE0 <3Eq e

KN = 2,lY„2T 5 i [b'<-ac 2m c 2o m c ■o

kE
f- 2 m c2oE

e  0 - \ M  e-SL ) —  + ------  •--------
2 - 2 2k4

If we pick Z and let Z=S(E ), then by solving this equation 

we are able to determine Ee (Appendix B2)

From E
cose .= l - (-g— rg 1 )/K

Y e

COSf
E (1+K)2 e__________

E K2+2m c 2 k 2 e  o

we can calculate the angles of scattered Y-ray and the recoil
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electron with respect to the incident y-ray, 
where,

m = Rest mass of electrono
c = Velocity of light

y = Radius of electron in cm2o
k = E /m c2 i o
b = (1 + k)/k2

f = k/(k—E /m c 2) e '  o
f ' = E / E  , E is the maximum energy of Compton electronci ctlllclX cnicix
I' - In(f)/k 

a = 1 + 2 k

KN ?r r 2(1+k ) In(a) , In(a) 1+3k , na = 2ny 2{P[ -2--- ■   ----------------------  }, total crossc ' o  a k 2 k  a 2
section of Compton scattering (Hubbell, 1969)

In the coordinate system where the z axis is along the direction

of the incident y-ray, we can assign the azimuthal angle of

electron d> to be 2H»Z. In order to conserve momentum, theT e
incident y-ray, scattered y-ray and the recoil electron must

be in a plane, so 4>  ̂= <j> +11, where $ „ is the azimuthal angley e  y
of scattered y-ray. If the recoil electron is energtic enough 

to escape, then the energy deposited by the electron will be 

less than the energy of the recoil electron. This escape 

effect is handled in the following way.
Let t be the distance between the origin of the 

Compton scattering and the boundary at which the electron 
escapes when energetic enough. To determine t, we use the 

following procedure. We consider two categories of escapincr
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electrons. The first electron is upward moving after scatter

ing; the second is a downward moving escape electron.

(1) For the upward moving escape (cose <0) the elec-z
tron can escape through the top surface or the side. For 

escape through the top surface (Fig. B-2a):

_ 0 — z ** *
^t cose z

In the case of escape through sides (Fig. B-2b) :

x = x + l cose s s x

y = y + I cose s 2 s y

where xg and yg are coordinates of the point on the sides 

from which the electron escapes.

But, on the wall 

R 2 = ^ 2  +

= i 2 (cos26 + cos2e ) + i. (2x-cose + 2y*cose ) + x 2 + y 2s x y s x  ̂ y

K, I 2 + I + K_, = 0 I s  2 s 3

w h e r e ,

K. = cos2e + c o s 2e1 x y

K„ = 2x-cos0 + 2 y c o s 02 x y

K 3  =  X 2  +  y 2  -  R <

-K + /K 2 - 4K -K
= — 2----- Ik- i - I —  (M

*** When cos0z=O we let i^=107 , instead of calculating I by 
this equation.
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We have discarded the negative root of a because it is not 

allowed.

We compare and and choose the smaller one as

t.
(2) For downward moving escape electrons (cos0z>O), 

we have escape through the bottom or the sides (Fig. B-2c,b).
For escape through the bottom,

a = L - 2b cos0 z

In the case of escape through sides 

«, is calculated by (A)

We compare SL̂ and and choose the smaller one as t.

If t is approximated to be the effective thickness 

of the detector for the electron then the energy deposited 

by the ionization in the detector (NE213) is calculated by 
Landau fluctuations (Appendix B2)

dE. = ( Z-l8-V1-0.. ,.2t—  ).[ A' + ln(t)-2-ln(A)+A2 + 15. 2 9 3 ]
1 1 - A 2

where,

m c2
A = ( ---- 2-------  )

m c2+ E 0 e

and r  is a parameter of Landau probability curve, which
is a universal function. The technique developed to choose A " by

the Monte Carlo technique is discussed in Appendix B2.
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The energy loss by the Bremsstrahlung is also 

calculated but the secondary photons from Bremsstrahlung are 

not traced so no energy is deposited by Eremsstrahlung in 

our treatment. To calculate the energy loss dE^ in the process 

of Bremsstrahlung we divide electrons into two categories 

(Evans, 1955).

(1) Ee 1  38 Mev

dEb = 3.39-10"3[(E + 0.51)-(-1/3 + ln(2/A)]-t

(2) E > 38 Meve

dEb = 1.59•10~ 2 (E + 0.51) •t

If dE.+dE, >E , then the electron stops in the detector i b— e
and the energy deposited is dE^ only.

If the electron is energetic enough, it is possible 

to escape from the detector and gate the detector off. 

Consequently, we miss this event. To take care of this 

self-gating effect we calculate the energy of the electron 

after it escaped from the detector and subtract the energy 

loss when it passes through the aluminum can of thickness 

0.16 cm which surrounds the detector. The energy left is 

assumed to be the energy deposited in the ACD; this is not true 

if the electrons do not stop in the ACD, but what really matters 

is the energy deopsited in the ACD is greater or less than the 

threshold of the ACD, hence, the assumption introduces no error.
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The energy loss d E ^  in the aluminum can is cal

culated by the following method. The energy-range relation 

is (Price, 1971)
R =412 E 1 . 2 6 5 - o . o 9 4 5 ln(Ee) xnq/cm2 o.olMev< E <3Mev g e — e—
R =530 E - 106 mg/cm2 3Mev<E <14Mevg e J — e—

We also assume that the second relation is valid for energies

above 14 Mev.
E -dE. -dE, e i b

d E ^ =  ( ---- -̂------ ) x 2700 x 0.16 Mev,
" 9where the density of the aluminum is taken to be 2.7 g/cc.

The energy deposit dE ^ in L~.he ACD is

dEA =E -dE.-dE, -dEAlACD e l b A1.

The scattered y-ray in Compton scatterina is traced 

from step 2 .

6 . If the y-ray interaction is by pair production, 

then we determine the energy,direction and energy deposited 

by the electron and also these same three quantities for the 

positron. The total energy deposited will be the sum of the en

ergy deposited by the electron and the positron. The electron 
energy distribution is flat between 0 and EY“2 m^c2. We pick

Z and let E =Z x (E -2 m c2) so the energy of the positron ise y o
E +=E -2 m c 2-E In the case that E >>m c2, the angle betweene y 0 e. Y o m c2
the electron and the incident y-ray is —^ ---. We assume

Y
that this relation is valid for both the positron and electron 

in the low energy range. In the coordinate system where the
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z axis is along the direction of the incident y-ray, we take 

the azimuthal angle of the electron as 4>e=2n x Z and 

<f>e+=n+<j> for the positron. After the energies and directions 
of the electron and positron have been determined, we use 

the method in (5) to determine the energy deposit of this 

event.
7. For each incident y-ray, we add the energy 

deposited by Compton scattering (s) and (or) by pair production. 

This total energy deposit is proportional to the light output 

of this event.

8 . For each incident y-ray, we also accumulate

the energy deposit in the ACD for each electron (and positron). 

If the total energy deposit in the ACD is greater than the 

threshold of the A C D , 1 Mev, then we consider this event is a 

self-gating event.
9. We then convert the energy into pulse height 

for our pulse-height-analyzer (PHA) using the tonal light 

output in 7 . Each calculated y-ray interaction will then 

produce an event in a particular channel of our 128-channel 

PHA if the electron energy is in the energy range covered by 

the PHA.

10. Using this technique, we can simulate 10,000 

y-rays for each energy, and obtain a pulse height distribu

tion. We call this pulse height distribution the response 

function for this energy.
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From step 1 to step 10 the program is complete but 

in some cases we like to simulate the actual resolution of the 

detector because the fore-mentioned procedure yields the re

sponse function based on perfect resolution. To simulate the 
resolution we use the following approach.

Let the energy deposited by an electron to produce an

unit light pulse in the detector be L Mev, this L is used0 0
as the resolution parameter. If we observe an event which has 

a light pulse with amplitude L Mev then this light pulse is

composed of L/L unit light pulses. But the real energy de-o
posited may not be equal to L/L -L because the photon is0 0
quantized so if the energy deposited is greater than L/L -Lo o
but less than L/L •L +L , there are still L/L unit light0 0 0 0
pulses. So we may take the average and say that the energy 

deposited corresponds to L/L +0.5 light pulses. The statisti

cal uncertainty for N pulses is /N so we take the standard

deviation to be /L/L +0.5 • L for a light pulse with amplitude
0 0

L Mev. A subroutine, which picks 12 random numbers and adds 

-6 , has been tested to be good enough to simulate a Gaussian 

distribution with standard deviation equal to 1. From this 

subroutine we obtain a value G which corresponds to a certain 

point on the Gaussian curve with standard deviation 1, then

G •/L/L +0.5 • L is taken to be the deviation from L. Ino o
this way the energy deposited of every event is calculated

by E=E , + G •/e _/L +0.5-L . This method is used by Stanton h  d  o o
(1971); E^ is the energy deposited and E is the energy 

observed. In our opinion the resolution effect can be treated
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by a simpler method. Suppose the energy deposited is E^, then 
there will be Int(E.,/L ) unit light pulses, where Int ( ) meansU 0
to take the integer of the value inside the brackets. The
standard deviation is /lnt(E,/L ) so the deviation from E,d o a
is v̂ Int (Ej/L • L -G. d o  o

These two methods yield similar results because in
our case usually the term E./L is much larger than 0.5.o

So, if the resolution effect is considered, after we 
obtain the energy deposited in step 7, it is necessary
for us to go through the procedure just described before the 
calculation proceeds to step 9.
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APPENDIX B2

PRINCIPLE OF MONTE CARLO METHOD

Suppose we have a distribution F (x) with <_ x <_ 
and we want to pick x randomly but weighted by F(x). What 
should we do?

We may transform F(x) from x plane to t plane, in t 
plane 0 ;f_ t <_ 1, such that in t plane every value of t is 
equally probable, in other words, F(t)=l. In doing so we 
have to satisfy the relation

F(t)dt F(x) dx

V (t)dt f 2 F(x) dx
X 1

Since we make F(t)=l then the relation becomes

F(x) dx
dt=----------------- r and if we integrate both sides,

2/ F(x) dx
X 1

X  X

/ F(x) dx / F (x) dxx i x i
I dt=-
0 x x 2

/ F(x) dx / F (x) dxX  1 X  1

So, if we pick Z with 0 <_ Z <_ 1 we always can use above 
equation to find the corresponding x which is weighted by 
F (x) .

Example 1: For a y-ray with mean free path a in the 
detector, what is the distance it travels before an event
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occurs?
The probability that a y-ray can travel a distance 

a and have an interaction between I and £+d£ is

- y" exp(-£/A) da . So, in this case the distribution function 
is F(£)=- y exp(-a/\) .

A

—y exp(-a'/\) d a '0 AZ ' =---------------------------
CO _ 1

/ —  exp(-£"/A) dl'
0 A

=l-exp( ~ a / \ ) 
a =- A ln(l-Z')
Since Z ' is a random number between 0 and 1, 1-Z" will be a 
random number between 0 and 1, too. Let Z=l-Z", 
a ——A InZ

Example 2: In xy plane the distribution in azimuthal
angle is uniform. How to simulate the angular distribution?

Since the distribution is uniform, F(<|>)=1 and
/ d<f> (j>

Z=— £-------= ------- so, (fj = 2n x Z
,!V  2n/ dij)o

Example 3: In Compton scattering, how do we deter
mine the energy of the recoil electron?

dS (E )
The electron distribution is — ^ ----  ( Appendix Bl)

Ee dS (E ) 0
;0 dEeZ=---------------------------  , where E is the maximum
E dS(E ) emaX
/ emax --®_ dE0 dE eu e

electron energy in the Compton scattering.
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A(l-cos0)+B(-| - |-sin2e) 
Let F=Z ----------- --------

nA + B j

Asin0 + B(i - i cos20) dF 2 2
de

A + B ”

First, if we lete be an arbitrary anqle between 0 and j, and
FjF|>e , then put 0= 0- —jp—  and use this 0 to calculate F

~cTd
again. Repeat this procedure until |f |<e . Thus, we find 0,
the zenith angle of the neutron. But since the upper and the

nlower hemisphere are symmetrical with respect to ^ , an 
equally probable answer is n-0. We may pick Z' and let the 
zenith angle equal 0, if Z'> 0.5, otherwise the zenith angle 
equal n-0.

Example 5: What is the energy loss by ionization of
an electron with energy Eg passing through NE213 of thickness
11

Tne probability distribution of Landau fluctuations
is f U,dE. )=4r F (A) , (Landau, 1944), where k is a constant

1  K

with respect to a certain energy of the incident electron 
and the type and thickness of the detector.

Z =
s\ F(A) dx* 1
A 2

J\ F ( A ) dAx 1
where Aj and X2 are the lower and upper limits of the 
probability distribution parameter A. Because A from -2 to
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14 includes most of probability destribution we let A =~2 and

A =14. Since F(A) is known to be difficult to intearate, we
2

divide F(a ) into 17 groups, i.e., a=-2 to A=-l, \=-l to a=0.... 

A=13 to a=14. The probability in each group is

0.088, 0.198, 0.220, 0.132, 0.077,

0.066, 0.044, 0.033, 0.033, 0.022,

0.022, 0.011, 0.011, 0.011, 0.011,
0.011, 0.011, and we have normalized the probability from 

A=-2 to A=14 to be 1.
To determine A, we pick a random number Z and cal

culate Z-0.088, where 0.088 is the probability for A to be in

the first group. If it is greater than zero, then we know a 

is not in the first group. Next we calculate Z-0 .088-0 . 198 

and see if it is greater than zero. If so, we subtract the 

probability of the next group. We keep doing thid until we 

find negative value or zero. At this step we know a belongs 

to which group, say, group 10, and the value of a is between 

7 and 8, so we pick a new random number Z' and let a=7+Z", in 

this step we assume that the probability for a to be any value 

between 7 to 8 is the same.
After A is found, the energy loss by ionization in 

NE213 with thickness I is calculated by

dE.= -X- 1-0.—  -— ) (A + In* -2 InA + A2 + 15. 293)
1 1 + A 2

m c2
where A- ----- 2---------

m c2+ E o e
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S ( E  )

z=— kI  ( B ' 1 }ac

So, we have to solve for E from equation (B-l) after we pick
0 KN

a random number Z. Let F=Z-S(Eg)/a- *'* (B-2), then we have

to find Eg such that F=0. The Newton's iteration method may 

be used to solve this equation. Let us assume that Eg=k, 

where k is an arbitrary number and put Ee=k into (B-2) to see 

if |F|<e where e is a small number assigned by us. If |F|>e
p

then let E =E - — —  and substitude this E into (B-2) e e dF e
dEe

We repeat this refinement until we get the Ee that will make 
|F|<e. This value of Eg is the energy of the recoil electron.

Example 4: If the neutron distribution at balloon

altitude is -- = A+B |sine|, how do we use the Monte Carlo

method to simulate this kind of distribution? 0 here is the 

zenith angle.

/2tt/6 (A+B sine) sin0d<f>d0 o o
Z=----------------- -------------

o tt 2tt y
I f (a+b sine) sined<j)deo o

At this moment, we let 0 range from 0 to j  because the upper

hemisphere is symmetrical with respect to the lower hemisphere,

A (1-cos0)+B(^ ~jsin20)
Z=---------------s--5---------

A+B 4

Again we use Newton's iteration method to solve for
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Example 6: If neutrons are randomly incident on the

top of the detector with radius R, how to determine the

distance between the center of the detector and the place 

where a neutron entered?

The probability for a neutron to fall within a 

distance y** Y +dy from the center of the top surface is 
proportional to the area of the band surrounded by y and 

Y+dy ,
2TT R'

AP (y) / d<J> / y dy0 0
2 TT R "

I dcj) / y dy „^2
Z = — 9------- 9------  = ---

2 TT R R 2
f dd) / y dy0 0

R'= R /Z
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APPENDIX C

CONTAMINATION OF LOCAL NEUTRONS AND EXTERNAL PROTONS

The detector system was surrounded by a gondola 

made of aluminum with a diameter of 71.1 cm, length 27 4.3 cm 

and thickness 0.16 cm. At the bottom of the gondola there 

were PHA assemblies (2.3 kg), electronics (9.1 kg) and bat

teries (50 kg). Under the gondola there were a supporter 

(1.5 kg), crush pad, hopper and ballast (145.6 kg, total).
The NCAR instruments (29 4.8 kg) were split into two packages 

and attached on the two sides of bottom frame of the gondola. 

The total mass of the payload amounted to 503 kg.

During the experiment, the position of the detectors 

was changed three times. By observing the spectrum and 

intensity changes in the different positions due to the 

different distances from the local production sources, the 

effect of local production could be determined. For the 

5 inch detector there were two major local production 

sources: the 2 inch detector with its ACD and the larger 

mass in the lower part of the gondola. An estimate of the 

relative strength of two effects was made in the following 

way. Since the local production is related to the mass, M, 
of the source and the solid angle, g, which the source 

subtended at the detector, the contribution would be 

proportional to M x B.
Taking the bottom area of the gondola as the local 

production source area (3973 cm2), the solid angle subtended
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uy the 5 inch detector was 0.062, 0.073 and 0.087 for the 

three positions, liras, A x P. was 31, 37 and 44 kg-ster. 

for the detector locations of 252, 233 and 214

cm respectively from the bottom of the gondola.

The mass of the 2 inch detector was 0.035 kg and its

ACD was 2.75 kg giving a total mass of 2.79 kg. The area of

the 2 inch detector and its ACD seen by the 5 inch detector 

was about 349 cm2. The distance between two detectors was 

50, 28 and 50 cm so the solid angle was 0.14, 0.45 and 0.14 

ster. and A x 1 was 0.4, 1.2 and 0.4 kg-ster. respectively.
Comparing the relative contributions of these two 

effects, it is clear that the significant local production 

would ioe from the material at the bottom of the gondola.

In Fig.c~l. proton recoil spectra corresponding 

to tnree positions are shown. Given '-.he statistical fluc

tuations observed, there is no significant difference.
be have also estimated the local production rate of neu

trons ay the method of Boella et al (1965). The local neutron

produced by a nucleonic flux, isotropic over a solid angle 
2il on a sphere of material of mass M is given by 

n = 2 n ! ( M / h )  v neutrons/sec

where,! : cosmic ray flux particles/cm2 -sec-ster.

A : average interaction length

s : average number of neutrons per interaction

M : mass gram

From their calculation at solar minimum activity at 4.6 GV
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geomagnetic cutoff, n = 9 x 10 3 for paraffin, 8 x 10 3 

for aluminum and 14 x 10 3 neutrons/g-sec for nickel-cadmium. 

We approximately divide the local production sources into 

three parts and make these assumptions:

1. Batteries => 50 kg nickel-cadmium, 214 cm away from the

detector (5 inch)

2. All instruments => 403 kg aluminum, 214 cm away from the
detector (5 inch)

3. 2 inch detector system => 2.79 kg paraffin, 50 cm away
from the detector (5 inch)

The contribution from l.)is 1.2 x 10 3’ from 2.)is 5.6 x 10 3

and from 3.)is 0.8 x 10 3 neutrons/cm2 -sec. The total
local neutron production is then 7.6 x 10 3 neutrons/cm2-sec.
The measured neutron flux at atmospheric depths 4.2 g/cm2 
to 2.9 g/cm2 is between 0.33 to O.S01 neutrons/cm2 -sec so that

the local production effect in the 5 inch detector is about

2%. Similarity we have estimated the neutron local production
effect to be 3% for the 2 inch detector.

We conclude that the local production effect in

the system did not make significant contribution to the

proton spectra we observed.
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For the 2 inch detector, the threshold energy of the 

ACD was set above the energy deposited by the minimum 

ionizing muons in the ACD. Therefore, the ACD did not veto 

all external charged particles. We estimated the contamina

tion of the proton recoil spectrum by the external real 

protons in the following way. After the dead time corrections, 

at float altitudes for a period of 17400 seconds, the number 

of the external protons detected by the 5 inch detector was 

864.3 protons/cm2. The number of external protons detected 

by the 2 inch detector was 832 protons/cm2, but the number 

above the threshold of the 5 inch detector was 804.1 protons/ 

cm2. The proton leakage was (864. 3-8 04. 1)/864.3 = 7 % . So, for 
the 2 inch detector the number of the real protons which con

taminated the proton recoil spectrum, induced by neutrons, 

was 832x (pQQa-yT) x7%=62.6 protons/cm2. In the 2 inch detec
tor, the total number of the recoil protons induced by neutrons 

was 1441.5 protons/cm2, so the contamination by the external 

protons was about 4%. Compared with the uncertainty of the 

deduced neutron spectrum, this 4% uncertainty is not signifi

cant, so we made no correction on this effect.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
5-1 SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF THE DETECTION SYSTEM

5-2 THREE DIMENSIONAL DISPLAY OF THE FLIGHT DATA, OBTAINED 
IN THE EARLIER PORTION OF THE FLIGHT (1033.77 g/cm2- 
4.2 2 g/cm2) FOR A PERIOD OF 8 62 5 SECONDS, OF THE 2 
INCH DETECTOR
The z scale is a logarithmic scale. The band marked e 
is the electron recoil band, P is the proton recoil 
band, a is the alpha particle vand, and IFC is the in
flight- calibrator .

5-3 THREE DIMENSIONAL DISPLAY OF THE FLIGHT DATA, OBTAINED 
IN THE EARLIER PORTION OF THE FLIGHT (1033.77 g/cm2- 
4.22 g/cm2) FOR A PERIOD OF 8625 SECONDS, OF THE 5 
INCH DETECTOR
The band marked e is the electron recoil band, P is the 
proton recoil band, and a is the alpha particle band. 
The IFC band is out of scale. The z scale is a loga
rithmic scale.

5-4 THREE DIMENSIONAL DISPLAY OF THE DATA OF THE 2 INCH
DETECTOR AT E =27.4 Mev (Run 28) FROM THE MSU CALIBRA
TIONS n
The band marked e is the electron band, P is the proton 
band with protons from n-p scattering, pB is the proton 
band with protons from the reaction C 12 (n ,p)B12, and 
a is the alpha particle band. The z scale is a loga
rithmic scale

5-5 THREE DIMENSIONAL PLOT OF THE DATA OF THE 5 INCH
DETECTOR AT E =7 0.6 Mev (Run 12) FROM THE MSU CALIBRA
TION n
The band marked e is the electron band, P is the proton 
band, and a is the alpha particle band.

7-1 THE RELATION BETWEEN THE PROTON ENERGY AND THE CHANNEL 
NUMBER OF THE FLIGHT PULSE-HEIGHT PHA OF THE 5 INCH 
DETECTOR

7-2 THE RELATION BETWEEN THE PROTON ENERGY AND THE CHANNEL 
NUMBER OF THE FLIGHT PULSE HEIGHT PHA OF THE 2 INCH 
DETECTOR

7-3 RESPONSE FUNCTIONS OF THE 5 INCH DETECTOR AT NEUTRON
ENERGIES 4.9 Mev AND 9.9 6 Mev FROM THE MSU CALIBRATIONS 
The response functions have been normalized to 10,000 
incident neutrons.

7-4 RESPONSE FUNCTIONS OF THE 5 INCH DETECTOR AT NEUTRON 
ENERGIES 14.5 Mev, 19.9 Mev, 27.7 Mev, AND 39.4 Mev 
FROM THE MSU CALIBRATIONS
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7-5 RESPONSE FUNCTIONS OF THE 5 INCII DETECTOR AT NEUTRON 
ENERGIES 4 8.5 Mev, 6 0.7 Mev, 7 0.6 Mev, AND 7 4.3 Mev 
FROM THE MSU CALIBRATIONS
The response functions have been normalized to 10,000 
incident neutrons.

7-6 RESPONSE FUNCTIONS OF THE % INCH DETECTOR AT A NEUTRON 
ENERGY 70.6 Mev WITH AND WITHOUT THE ACD CONNECTED 
The response functions shown are unnormalized.

7-7 COMPARISON OF THE NEUTRON RESPONSE FUNCTIONS FROM THE 
CALIBRATIONS AND THE MONTE CARLO CALCULATION 
The response function calculated by the Monte Carlo 
program of Stanton (1971) is compared with the 
calibrated response function of the 5 inch detector at 
70.6 Mev. Both correspond to 10,000 incident neutrons. 
The resolution of the Monte Carlo calculation is perfect, 
and the energy of the incident neutrons is 7 0 Mev.

7-8 RESPONSE FUNCTIONS OF THE 2 INCH DETECTOR AT NEUTRON
ENERGIES 2.89 MEV, 4.85 MEV, AND 9.55 MEV FROM THE MSU
CALIBRATIONS
The response functions have been normalized to 10,000 
incident neutrons.

7-9 RESPONSE FUNCTIONS OF THE 2 INCH DETECTOR AT NEUTRON
ENERGIES 12.7 8 MEV AND 14.7 MEV FROM THE MSU CALIBRATIONS
The response functions have been normalized to 10,000 
incident neutrons.

7-10 RESPONSE FUNCTIONS OF THE 2 INCH DETECTOR AT NEUTRON
ENERGIES 23.55 MEV WITH INCIDENT ANGLE 90°, 23.6 MEV
WITH INCIDENT ANGLE 45°, AND 23.4 MEV WITH INCIDENT 
ANGLE 0°
The angle refers to the angle between the neutron beam 
and the axis of the detector. Response functions have 
been normalized to 10,000 incident neutrons.

7-11 RESPONSE FUNCTION OF THE 2 INCH DETECTOR AT NEUTRON 
ENERGY 2 7.4 MEV
The response function has been normalized to 10,000 
incident neutrons.

7-12 RESPONSE FUNCTIONS OF 2 INCH DETECTOR AT THE NEUTRON
ENERGIES 4 6 MEV AND 6 4.12 MEV FROM THE MSU CALIBRATIONS 
These two response function have not been normalized.

7-13 CROSS SECTIONS OF THE REACTION C 12(n,p)B 12

7-14 THE RELATION BETWEEN THE ENERGY OF INCIDENT NEUTRONS 
AND THE POSITION OF THE GAUSSIAN BUMP IN A PROTON 
SPECTRUM OF THE MSU CALIBRATIONS
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7-15 THE 'Q ' VALUE OF THE REACTION C 1 2 (n,p) B1 2
The 'Q1 value here is defined to be the energy difference 
between the incident neutron energy and the central 
energy of the Gaussian bump. There is a tendency that the 
'Q' value is not a constant. This suggests that the 
energy distribution of the protons is changing with the 
energy of the incident neutrons or the B12 nucleus is 
excited at high neutron energies.

7-16 THE THEORETICAL PROTON RECOIL SPECTRA FROM n-p SCATTERING 
FOR Run 10; WITH AND WITHOUT FINITE RESOLUTION EFFECT

(a)The proton recoil spectrum from n-p scattering is calcu
lated under the following conditions. 1. The incident 
neutrons have energies from 71.6 Mev to 7 8 Mev, and the 
relative intensity is Y(E )=1.1+(E -78)x0.1. 2. The 
resolution of the 5 inch §etector is perfect.

(b)The theoretical proton spectrum from n-p scattering is 
obtained under the same condition of (a), but the resolution 
parameter of the 5 inch detector is assumed to be 0.3 Mev 
such that the spectrum above 7 0 Mev matches the observed 
response function of 7 4.3 Mev.

7-17 THE THEORETICAL PROTON RECOIL SPECTRA FROM n-p SCATTERING 
OF THE 5 INCH DETECTOR AT E =7 4.3 Mev; WITH AND WITHOUT 
THE FINITE RESOLUTION EFFEC$

(a)perfect resolution
(b)The resolution parameter is 1 Mev electron energy

9-1 THE PROTON RECOIL SPECTRUM OF 5 INCH DETECTOR FROM THE
PALESTINE BALLOON FLIGHT ON JUNE 22, 1973
To obtain the differential energy spectrum it is necessary
to divide the value by the flight time 17400 seconds
and the area of the 5 inch detector.

9-2 THE PROTON RECOIL SPECTRUM OF THE 2 INCH DETECTOR FROM
THE PALESTINE BALLOON FLIGHT ON JUNE 22, 1973 
To obtain the differential energy spectrum it is necessary
to divide the value by the flight time 17400 seconds and
the area of the detector.

9-3 RELATIONS BETWEEN STRUCTURES ON THE RESPONSE FUNCTIONS
OF THE 5 INCH DETECTOR FOR NEUTRONS WITH ENERGIES 
GREATER THAN 4 8.5 Mev
All intensities of the structures are relative to the 
intensity of the plateau on the response function.

(a)the ratio of the broad bump at the lower energy side of
the response function to the plateau

(b)tlie ratio of the Gaussian bump to the plateau
(c)the ratio of the base between the Gaussian bump and the

broad bump to the plateau

9-4 THE RELATION BETWEEN THE ENERGY OF INCIDENT NEUTRONS
AND THE CENTRAL ENERGY OF THE BROAD BUMP AT LOW ENERGY
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SIDE OF THE RESPONSE FUNCTION OF THE 5 INCH DETECTOR

9-5 EXAMPLES OF THE INTERPOLATED AND EXTRAPOLATED RESPONSE 
FUNCTIONS OF THE 5 INCH DETECTOR ALONG WITH THE 
CALIBRATED RESPONSE FUNCTIONS

9-6 EXAMPLES OF THE INTERPOLATED AND THE EXTRAPOLATED 
RESPONSE FUNCTIONS OF THE 2 INCH DETECTOR

10-1 THE NEUTRON LEAKAGE CURRENT DEDUCED FROM THE PALESTINE 
& BALLOON FLIGHT ON JUNE 22, 1^73 ALONG WITH SOME OTHER

10-2 MEASUREMENTS AND THEORETICAI CALCULATIONS
All results are normalized to ,\ = 42°N and solar minimum.

10-3 COMPARISON OF THE CALCULATED PROTON RECOIL SPECTRA
PRODUCED BY THE DIFFERENT ASSUMED NEUTRON SPECTRA AND 
THE OBSERVED PROTON RECOIL SPECTRUM OF THE 5 INCH 
DETECTOR (see texc, Chapter IX, page 61)

A—1 DOUBLE SCATTERING TELESCOPE
The telescope system consists of two detectors with the 
separation S. In the actual flight system each detector 
was completely surrounded by a charged particle shield, 
n: the incident neutron 0: the incident angle of the 
neutron p': the recoil proton from the n-p scattering 
in the first detector n': the scattered neutron from 
the first detector p ' ' : the recoil proton in the second 
detector n'': the scattered neutron in the second 
detector y : the incident gamma ray 0': the incident 
angle of the gamma ray e': the Compton electron in the 
first detector y ' :  the scattered gamma ray from the 
first detector e'': the recoil electron in the second 
detector y '' : the scattered gamma ray in the second 
detector

A-2 THE ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF COMPTON ELECTRONS FOR
INCIDENT GAMMA RAYS WITH ENERGIES 1, 2, 3, 4, AND 5 Mev

A-3 THE ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF COMPTON ELECTRONS FOR
INCIDENT GAMMA RAYS WITH ENERGIES 6, 7, 8, 9, AND 10 Mev

A-4 THE ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF COMPTON ELECTRONS FOR 
INCIDENT GAMMA RAYS WITH ENERGIES 15 AND 20 Mev

A-5 EFFICIENCY OF A COMPTON TELESCOPE
The efficiency of a Compton telescope as a function of 
energies and incident angles of gamma rays; The magnitude 
of a radial vector represents the efficiency of the 
system. 0 is the incident angle. In our case we put 
the system in the configuration such that the central 
line of the two detectors points toward the zenith so 
that the incident angle is the same as zenith angle.
The efficiency is calculated under the following
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conditions,
1. The separation of the two detectors is 50 cm.
2. The threshold of the first detector (2 inch detec

tor) is 0.066 Mev electron energy.
3. The threshold of the second detector (5 inch de

tector) is 0.7 Mev electron energy.

A-6 THE RELATION AMONG THE TRUE ENERGY, THE INCIDENT ANGLE
OF A GAMMA RAY, AND THE POSSIBLE MEASUREMENTS FROM THE 
COMPTON TELESCOPE
The threshold of the first detector is 0.066 Mev, and 
the second detector is 0.7 Mev.

A-7 THE RELATION AMONG THE TRUE ENERGY, THE INCIDENT ANGLE 
OF A GAMMA RAY, AND THE POSSIBLE MEASUREMENTS FROM A 
COMPTON TELESCOPE
The threshold energy of the first detector is 0.066 Mev

A-8 THE UNCERTAINTIES IN THE ENERGY AND THE INCIDENT ANGLE 
OF THE GAMMA RAYS MEASURED BY A COMPTON TELESCOPE 
In a Compton telescope if the energy of the electron 
measured in the first detector is 1 Mev+0.2 Mev and the 
energy of the electron measured in the second detector 
is 3 Mev+0.3 Mev, the experimental error region (EER) is 
represented by the area surrounded by ABDC. A band 
confined by the dashed lines is the Accepted Zone, in 
which any point is a possible solution for the measurements. 
Tne corresponding points of A, B, C, and D are A", B' ,
C', and D". Tnese four points are determined by the 
assumption that the electron in the second detector is 
produced by the gamma ray which has a 50% probability 
to produce an electron with energy higher than the energy 
of the electron observed in the second detector.
According to the convention we used in the Appendix A, 
the area surrounded by A 'B"ABDCD'C' represents the un
certainty of the measurements.

A—9 USING A COMPTON TELESCOPE TO MEASURE A GAMMA RAY WITH 
ENERGY 5 Mev AND THE INCIDENT ANGLE 10 DEGREE; THE 
POSSIBLE MEASUREMENTS AND THEIR RELATIVE PROBABILITIES

A-10 EFFICIENCY OF A NEUTRON TELESCOPE
The efficiency of a neutron telescope as a function of 
the neutron energy and the zenith angle 
The magnitude of a radial vector represents the effi
ciency of the system. 0 is the incident angle. In 
our case we put the system in the configuration such 
that the central line of the two detectors points 
toward the zenith. The efficiency is calculated under 
the following conditions,
1. The separation of the two detectors is 50 cm.
2. Tne threshold of the first detector (2 inch detec

tor) is 1.6 5 Mev proton energy.
3. The threshold of the second detector (5 inch detec-
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tor) is 4.4 2 Mev proton energy.

B—1 THE TOP AND THE SIDE VIEW OF THE CYLINDRICAL DETECTOR 
The radius of the detector is R and the length is L.
A1 is the effective area of the top view.
A2 is the effective area of the side view.

B-2 THE EFFECTIVE THICKNESS FOR A CHARGED PARTICLE
If a charged particle is produced in the detector at 
the position (x,y,z), and it is energetic enough to 
escape from the detector, then in the case that the path 
length is straight the effective thickness of the de
tector with respect to the charged particle will be 
I , if it escapes through top, l , through side, and lx , 
through bottom.

B-3 COMPARISON OF GAMMA RAY RESPONSE FUNCTIONS FROM THE 
CALIBRATIONS AND THE MONTE CARLO CALCULATION 
The calibrated response function belongs to Co50 radio
isotope source calibration. This source has two gamma 
ray lines, 1.33 Mev and 1.17 Mev. The Monte Carlo 
calculation is carried out by the computer program 
developed in this laboratory (Appendix Bl). In the 
calculation each incident gamma ray is assumed to be 
moving along the axis of th detector, and incident on 
the top of the 2 inch detector. In the calculation 50% 
of gamma rays have energy 1.33 Mev and the rest have 
energy 1.17 Mev. The resolution parameter is taken to 
be 0.013 Mev.

C-l PROTON RECOIL SPECTRA OF THE 5 INCH DETECTOR AT THREE
DIFFERENT POSITIONS DURING PALESTINE FLIGHT ON JUNE 22, 
1973
In the down flux mode, the distance from the 5 inch de
tector to the 2 inch detector was 50 cm; to the bottom 
of the gondola was 214 cm. In the up flux mode the 
destance from the 5 inch detector to the 2 inch detector 
was 50 cm; to the bottom of the gondola was 252 cm. In 
the horizontal flux mode, the distance from the 5 inch 
detector to the 2 inch detector was 28 cm; to the bottom 
of the gondola was 23 3 cm.
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